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1

Introduction

This interim Deliverable 3.2 provides an update of D3.1 up until M12, following an extension
of the ASSESS CT project by six months, making the final D3.2 due at the end of the project,
which is now scheduled for M18.
The objective of this work package is to critically collect, analyse, and interpret both benefits
and costs (tangible and in-tangible; financial and non-financial) of using SNOMED CT for
eHealth deployment.
The deliverable starts by analysing existing suggested benefits that are available to the
project through the conducted literature review in WP1, discussions in focus groups and
online MS and stakeholder questionnaires, for which results were available towards the
second half of the first project year. Insights from these potential benefits are presented in
Chapters 2 and 3.
The suggestions are reflected in the consortium work of categorising the benefits which are
exclusive to the adoption of SNOMED CT. The categories are presented in Chapter 3.
In addition to work on benefits, the cost indicators presented in D3.1 have been revised in
accordance with ongoing work and stakeholder feedback (presented in Chapter 4). The
revisions concern minor adjustments to the narrative texts of the indicators, as well as the
addition of formulae to quantify them. The indicators are implemented in parallel into a CBA
tool to allow for a more intuitive and automated process.
As literature and WP1 results shows, experience with actual SNOMED CT implementations
are limited. The multitude of benefits often mentioned relate to better semantic
interoperability, structured data exchange, well designed Electronic Health Records, etc.
However, there are no clear benefits attributed specifically to the implementation and use of
SNOMED CT compared to other terminologies.
Consequently, it has been a focus of this work package to examine known and actual cases
of SNOMED CT adoption and implementation in detail. Information of these use cases are
presented in Chapter 5, together with summaries of the relevant workshops for WP3 work –
the 2nd ASSESS CT expert workshop in Berlin and the dedicated WP3 implementation expert
workshop in Copenhagen, with representative from Swedish and Danish implementation
projects in the public sector.
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2

Overview of potential benefits based on
literature review

In the comprehensive literature review which was conducted within WP1, reviewers were
asked to group a certain sum of publications dealing with SNOMED CT into given categories
(for a more detailed view on the study’s methodology, please refer to D1.3). Those results
from the literature review as part of WP1 which are relevant for the benefit indicator
development in WP3 were analyzed more closely. In the table below, we discuss papers
mainly dealing with “proving the merit” of SNOMED CT. A key result of this literature review
about costs and benefits of clinical terminologies (in particular SNOMED CT) is that very few
to none studies have dealt or show results regarding the economic assessment of SNOMED
CT (whether qualitatively or quantitatively), let alone generated provide data on costs and
benefits.
In detail, eight publications were classified by the reviewers into Usage Category 15 “Prove
Merit”. In this part, we revisited the eight publications and attempted to extract the studies’
objectives and design as well as the results that states the benefit of having used SNOMED
CT. The following synoptic table depicts these findings:
AUTHORS (YEAR): TITLE
[PUBLICATIONID]

STUDY OBJECTIVE & DESIGN

Rossos PG, Lane K, Holland
SG et al. (2015):Shaken, not
stirred. Towards standardized
synoptic reporting in GI
endoscopy electronic medical
records (EMRs). [2]

Proposition of a general
framework that provides
semantically-grounded
comparison, aggregation and
sorting of operators

Martínez S, Sánchez D, Valls
A (2014): A semantic
framework to protect the
privacy of electronic health
records with non-numerical
attributes. [16]

Canada Health Infoway
Investment program to achieve
pan-Canadian colonoscopy and
colposcopy consensus data
models and creating an
endoscopy EMR; for
interoperability SNOMED CT
was incorporated
Description of a structured
approach to deriving an ADI
(AIDS defining illness) reference
set based on SCT and the
implementation of an interface
terminology at a provincial
hospital in Kenya
Comparing the use of SCT and
ICD10 for coding clinical
conditions to implement
laboratory guidelines (test
ordering recommendations,
whether or not to order tests
based on clinical conditions):
ICD10: 43.1%; SCT: 80.1%

Oluoch T, de Keizer N, Langat
P et al. (2015): A structured
approach to recording AIDSdefining illnesses in Kenya: A
SNOMED CT based solution.
[18]
Yasini M, Ebrahiminia V,
Duclos C et al. (2013):
Comparing the use of
SNOMED CT and ICD10 for
coding clinical conditions to
implement laboratory
guidelines. [85]
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Exploiting a structural medical
knowledge base like SNOMED CT,
and relying on the theory of
semantic similarity, these operators
enable a semantically-coherent
interpretation of non-numerical
attributes, while also considering
their distributional features.
Almost all endoscopists agreed the
data model and endoscopy EMR
supported timely communication,
quality standards and improvement

SCT provides high coverage in the
domain of ADI; anticipation that the
context-specific reference set will
support improved recording of high
quality data ensuring completeness
and reusability
SCT is a good choice and covers
almost all of the clinical conditions
in laboratory guidelines which are
needed to implement Clinical
Support Systems
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Song TM, Park HA, Jin DL
(2014): Development of health
information search engine
based on metadata and
ontology. [114]

Dewenter H, Heitmann KU,
Treinat L et al (2014):
Effective ways for the
transmission of infection
prevention data according to
German legal specifications
via the medical terminology
SNOMED CT used with HL7
CDA templates. [125]
Liaw ST, Taggart J, Yu H et al.
(2014): Integrating electronic
health record information to
support integrated care:
practical application of
ontologies to improve the
accuracy of diabetes disease
registers. [178]
Rafiei M, Pieczkiewicz D,
Khairat S et al. (2014):
Systemized Nomenclature of
Medicine Clinical Terms for
the structured expression of
perioperative medication
management
recommendations. [262]

Developing a metadata and
ontology-based health
information search engine
ensuring interoperability to
collect and provide health
information using different
application programs.
Vocabulary for health
information ontology was
mapped to SNOMED CT
Transmission of Infection
Prevention data according via
SCT used with HL7 CDA
templates in Germany

Clinical Informatics program
enabling the reuse of knowledge
already represented in
SNOMED CT-AU tp perform
semantic retrievals for different
applications and clinical
domains.
Validating the use of structured
terminology concepts in
pharmacy to express clinical
procedures

SCT helps to overcome obstacles
in managing non-structured and
non-indexed health and medical
information

The results demonstrate that the
entirety of notifiable infectious
agents is displayed via SCT codes
by 100 percent. The use of SCT for
the purpose of infection prevention
in Germany shows evident
advantages in this field an an
implementation of the terminology
can be recommended
This ontology driven approach can
improve the accuracy of EHRbased disease registers and
potentially lead to improved and
coordinated chronic disease
management, patient safety, and
quality outcomes.
By manually extracting, examining
and vetting MTM concepts in SCT,
we were able to show that they can
be used to code PMM
recommendations with sufficient
clarity. SCT has proven to be an
excellent mechanism to start
expressing clinical thoughts in
standardized terminology as
computerized healthcare systems
become more and more knowledge
intensive.
Possible use of SCT concepts
within the EHR with the goals of
enhancing decision support
capability for clinicians and
providing error-free data
transmission across disparate
facilities, potentially enhancing
patient safety

There has been no published scientific paper between 2013 and 2015 that explicitly provides
monetary benefit data. All papers which were identified attempt to prove the merit of the use
or implementation of SNOMED CT mainly based on criteria like good level of content
coverage to fulfill the specific use case depending objectives.
However, it must be restrictively admitted that mostly the listed evidence is not proving a
merit which can directly and/or uniquely be attributed to the use or implementation of
SNOMED CT. In sum, these results – like those extracted from the EU-wide Focus Group
Discussion Protocols – can be referred to as a valuable and high grade evidence source for
underpinning the eligibility of various benefit indicators that we have elaborated in this
deliverable.
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3

Discussion of benefit categories

To thoroughly examine benefits and impacts of the adoption of SNOMED CT, benefits can
be described and identified with a three-way perspective. Despite listing impacts SNOMED
CT brings about to patients and the society as a whole and technical benefits facilitating
eHealth interoperability, it is also crucial to distinguish between benefits realised by
SNOMED CT from benefits realised through alternative terminologies.
Figure 1: Main benefit categorisation of SNOMED CT

Benefits for
patients/society
Secure patient
trajectories
Better quality

Full realistic arguments about
the differences between
SNOMED CT, alternative
terminologies, and local
terminologies based on our
focus groups, actual technical
differences etc.

Technical
benefits

The healthcare benefits of adopting SNOMED CT as a shared terminology are often indirect
and consequential, having either spurious or multiple causes, which add difficulties to the
categorization.
In order to create a list of potential benefits exclusive to the adoption of SNOMED CT and a
corresponding categorization of these benefits, we analyzed reports of focus group
discussion and responses to the stakeholder analysis on existing or perceived benefits of
implementing SNOMED CT, aiming to make use of experience of experts and stakeholders
to capture all potential benefits and relevant evidence.
The categorisation of benefits in this instance serves as one of the foundations for the
subsequent development of a indicators, and thus, the actual cost-benefit model framework
and tool. This, in turn, could eventually enable stakeholders to build their own SNOMED CT
business cases, based on individual, regional, or national implementation settings
Relating the results of focus group discussions and the stakeholder survey to the list of
benefits indicators presented in Deliverable 3.1, we discovered a few major benefits that are
exclusive to the adoption SNOMED CT which were stressed and agreed on among various
stakeholders.

3.1

Excerpts from the Assess CT focus group
discussions

Eight focus groups were formed in different Member States to discuss issues of, and share
experience on, implementation of medical terminologies. Members of each focus group had
first hand experience of terminology development, management, governance, or
implementation and cover a wide range of stakeholder categories including National
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terminology organizations, Policy makers, Vendors, and Terminology implementers. We
focused on analyzing comments on recognized benefits from adoption experience or
advantages of possible implementation of SNOMED CT. A raw list of benefits concluded
from the discussions is presented below. This list summarises the most frequently recorded
indicators, which will be employed in the framework developments with its benefits and
benefit categories.
Figure 2 - List of most salient benefits in the ASSESS CT focus groups
Netherlands Focus Group
Institutional
• Comprehensive coverage of clinical concepts
• Quality of data
• Improve safety of care
• Enable audits
• Data exchange and reuse
• Support clinical decision support
• Promote standards of care
• Promote EHR standards
Interoperability (inter- and intra)
• Interoperability
• Layman’s translation of complex medical terms
• Data exchange and reuse
• Better understanding and clear referencing
• Improve care pathway and clinical research
• Improve reimbursement procedures
Cross Border
• Multilingual availability
• Interoperability on all levels
• Promote clinical standards
• Semantic interoperability
• Better healthcare
Germany Focus Group
• Multilingual availability
• Semantic interoperability
• Data exchange and reuse
• Costs saving
• Enable audits
• Interoperability on all levels
• Streamline workflow; improve efficiency of care
• Avoid duplicated communication or tests
• Improve reimbursement process

3.2

Denmark Focus Group
• Accurate and timely decision support
• Constantly updated to meet needs
• Streamline workflow; Improve efficiency of care
• Promote standards of care
• Enable system audits
• Secure medication procedures
• Facilitate information exchange and reuse
• Interoperability
• Avoid duplicated communication or tests
• Improve data query (also for clinical research)
• Improve data transparency
• Better understanding and clear referencing

Croatia Focus Group
• Interoperability on all levels
• Quality data for analysis
• Clinical decisions based on quality data

Excerpts from the Assess CT stakeholder
questionnaire

A survey was carried out aiming to discover issues and impacts of the adoption and
implementation of medical terminologies. A questionnaire was distributed among experts and
relevant stakeholders who were asked to illustrate issues, problems and benefits they
experienced or expect through the use of international or local terminologies.
The major results of the survey were coded and summarised below. The results reveal that
experts do not always see a clear distinction between benefits of terminologies in general,
and benefits that can be uniquely attributed to SNOMED CT. For example, structured and
standardised EHR data is generic and not really a SNOMED CT benefit, yet it was attributed
to SNOMED CT by experts and relevant stakeholders.
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Figure 3 - List of most salient benefits in the ASSESS CT stakeholder questionnaire
Existing Benefits by SNOMED CT
Meaning/Definition – Information management
• Clear understanding of the meaning of data
• Define clinical terms and concepts clearly
• Structured and standardized EHR data
• Smart usage of EHR content
• Act as an interlingua for different deployed
terminologies
Terminology Characteristics – Reference
terminology
• Comprehensive content coverage
• High quality, well-developed
• Ease of use, pre-coordination
• Act as a referencing dictionary
• Resource saved for developing a local
terminology or classification
Value Sets – Consensus
• Facilitate value sets building and selections – at
national level
• Help using the right concept
Interoperability
• Facilitate collaboration
• Data reuse, exchange and sharing
Analytics/Quality Assurance/Research
• Enable use in statistics and business
intelligence
• Resource and time saved for developing a local
terminology or classification
• Precise classification of patient data
• Data for clinical or research analysis
• Data for quality registers
• Big data mining
Patient
• Better decision support and healthcare
• Better patient outcomes
• Use of patient friendly terms

3.3

Existing Benefits by int. terminologies
Meaning/Definition – Information management
• Clear definition of clinical concepts and
terminologies
• Better data management
• Accurate diagnostic practices
• Standardized and structured data
• Handle different deployed terminologies
• Resource saved for terminology development
Value Sets – Consensus
• Help building value sets
Analytics/Quality Assurance/Research
• Quality data
• Data for medical registries
• Enable clinical audits and quality assurance
• Improve data for research
• Facilitate research collaboration
Interoperability
• Semantic interoperability
• Facilitate collaboration
• Data reuse, exchange and sharing
Patient
• Better decision support and healthcare
• Increase safety of care and medication
procedures
International standard
• Cross-country data comparability
• Standardized documentation and analytics on
international level
• Multilingual coding
Billing/Reimbursement
• Improve reimbursement procedures
• Facilitate DRG-based billing
Finance
• Ability to be financed due to better
rationalization

Benefits for Clinical Care

3.3.1 Enhancing communication across professional
boundaries
In deliverable D 3.1 the following description is related to some of the benefit indicator of
enhancing communication across professional boundaries:
Improved access to patient data
The use of SNOMED CT may provide improved access to standardized patient clinical data. The
terminology, or rather, its implementation, enables more effective, meaningful representation of
clinical information in EHR solutions.
SNOMED CT enables patient clinical data to be stored the same way in different healthcare systems
or levels of healthcare (primary healthcare system or specialist's healthcare). Patients' health data
can be shared between different healthcare providers across the healthcare system. It allows more
efficient exchange and reuse of accurate clinical information.
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We have noticed that especially the focus groups stressed that one of the terminology
related challenges are the fact that different professions use different terminologies. A
common interoperable terminology enabling standardization and efficient exchange of clinical
data is a possible solution to this challenge.
“If everybody uses the same standard for documentation, the exchange of information is
facilitated. Terminology is considered to be a “link” between information and between
professionals.”
[Belgian focus group]
“Today, in our setting without standardized terminologies, we can see in our data that the same
things are communicated numerous times, but it is not read and acted on because the relevant
personnel cannot find it.”
“It would be a benefit to avoid concept definitions within certain professions or parts of the care
trajectory, because the meaning is lost when patients are transferred"
[Danish focus group]
“Standardization of terms would improve the mutual understanding of different professional
groups and different specialties.”
[Finnish focus group]
“The terminologies that are profession-neutral helps a lot”
“And over time, some parts of patient’s treatment are taken over by other professionals. How
can we follow-up? How are we going to notice whether different professionals write the same
thing in different ways? ... and I cannot write like that because that way of writing “belongs” to
another professional group. The current practice is dangerous, and it is impossible to follow
up…”
[Swedish focus group]

According to the focus groups, SNOMED CT is a terminology which could facilitate efficient
quality data exchange and communication between medical professionals. It enables
semantic interoperability across different healthcare providers and specialists as clinical data
coded with SNOMED CT can be used and reused in various contexts for various purposes.
“(SNOMED CT) can be used everywhere, where data is being exchanged: Patients are being
treated less frequently in a local setting, different specialists are located at different places.”
“Generated data can be used in different contexts for different purposes, preserving the defined
semantics of that data.”
“Once data are generated by one applicant with the help of a comprehensive terminology like
SCT, it can be reused by other stakeholders in the system easily.”
“Great benefit in laboratory data communication: interchange of information, even between
different parts of a laboratory chain within Germany.”
[German Focus Group]
“Semantic interoperability between various care providers can be achieved using SNOMED
CT.”
“Reducing the number of systems EHR implementers (and care givers) have to deal with
(UMLS: 177 sources; Bioportal: 447 ontologies)”
[Netherlands focus group]
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Taking these points into account, we might formulate the benefit of SNOMED CT to work
across professional boundaries as follows:
Snomed CT contains terms and has organisational hierarchies that (1) meet the needs of
both specialists and generlists, (2) meet the needs of multiple different health and care
professionals, (3) contains terms or can map to terms that might be well understood by
patients and (4) cross-references terms and synonyms such that, if used by multiple
different professionals and specialities, any one reviewer of EHR data is able to cointerpret and co-process the SCT data authored by multiple different actors. After
implementation, SNOMED CT can be used to communicate across professional
boundaries to support multi-professional care trajectories, so that follow-up procedures can
be done seamlessly and without risking the safety of the patient.
Alternative pathways would be to keep and expand on profession related classifications such
as ICF for physiotherapists and nurses, NANDA for nurses, ICD and procedure
classifications for hospital doctors, ICPC for general practitioners, and maintain a map
between them – either by using a reference terminology home build or SNOMED CT, or by
handling each interface between professionals as a separate integration, and managing both
the structure and semantics from case to case. Handling local terminologies, unless the local
terminology is very stable in structure and content, could only be supported using the caseto-case integration approach.
In conclusion, possible benefits of making use of SNOMED CT for supporting acrossprofessional-boundary patient trajectories are:



Adoption among stakeholders of different kinds might be easier because SNOMED CT
has a multi-professional scope.
Follow-up might be easier and patient safety improved in complex patient trajectories
involving many professional groups

3.3.2 Supporting clinical decision making by bridging
clinical documentation and knowledge systems
In deliverable D3.1, the following description is found, which is related to clinical
documentation and knowledge systems:
Support of day-to-day clinical decisions
SNOMED CT helps enable automated reasoning, e.g. decision support. SNOMED CT seems to be
the best available terminology for the display of medical use cases complying with government
requirements for meaningful use and certification and to facilitate decision support16.
SNOMED CT codes are not only visible within a receiving system but are typically also interoperable
with system workflows and decision support tools. Clinicians can make use of defined structure of
data to support their judgement on patient condition and treatment decision.
SNOMED CT is perceived to allow healthcare professionals (HCP) to capture and encode clinical
information using clinician friendly language and at an appropriate level of detail, based on focus
group discussions and questionnaire results. A suitable clinical terminology is required to support
user adoption of structured documentation tools needed to host decision support tools. Description
logic of SNOMED CT allows decision support authors to specify rules semantically using clinically
meaningful criteria.
Several system features of a decision support tool integrating the description logic of SNOMED CT
were identified as being unique and significant for improvement of clinical practice. These include
automatic provision of computer based decision support as part of clinician workflow, provision of
recommendations rather than just assessments, provision of decision support at the time and
location of decision making.
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Patient safety
Exchange of structured data is very important for patient safety. If there is a need for urgent surgery,
the medical team must have the relevant information on allergy, current usage of drug, etc. from a
uniquely coded patient summary.
SNOMED CT is able to display the required information in a granular and unambiguous way, so that
alerts and patient-hazard could be minimized as much as possible.

As an example, the Ministry of Health of Spain provides resources to a network of
terminology servers from which different regions may access information on identification,
components and security alert data for all commercial drugs in real time. These efforts, along
with the usage of SNOMED CT to encode disorders arising from the use of drugs into the
EHR are intended to set up a safer prescribing environment.
It is stressed in both focus group discussions and the survey results that better and securer
clinical decision support can be achieved by high quality reusable data collection. The key to
ensuring that data recorded are reusable and of high quality is a standardized and
interoperable method in coding medical information.
“Electronic exchange of information, using one code system by all professionals, leads to less
errors and thus to better care and patient safety.”
[Belgian focus group]
“Clinical personnel are under pressure, supporting them in taking the right decisions and
avoiding waste of time, would be beneficial, and terminologies are one building block” “To
support requirements of a more efficient health system, e.g. we need ICT support to support
decisions to maintain a high level of patient safety.”
[Danish focus group]
“A reference terminology would improve the possibilities to build good interoperable IT-solutions
for clinical decision making.”
[Finnish focus group]

An alternative pathway could be to use terminologies already implemented in several
European countries. For drugs and allergies, one such terminology could be ATC. However,
ATC does not have the proper granulation level to support decision support use cases. This
was discussed in the Danish focus group:
“Kodymagnyl has an ATC code that means that it is an acetylsalicylic acid in combination with
other substances. It does not state which other substances. And then you have a Treo with the
same ATC code. If you are allergic to codeine, then you can identify a cluster of ATC codes
which a decision support system should react to, but this means that when you prescribe Treo
for the patient, maybe because you know that the patient is allergic to codeine, then the stupid
system reacts anyway because of the ATC coding.”
[Danish focus group]

This example shows that the granulation level of ATC is not sufficient to support decision
support use cases. “Acetylsalicylic acid in combination with other substances” covers both
combination with codeine (Kodymagnyl) and combination with caffeine (Treo) which seriously
limits the application area.
SNOMED CT being a terminology with finer granularity than most existing clinical
terminologies therefore can provide richer and better information to enhance clinical decision
support system.
“SNOMED CT could help in standardising interoperability, raising data quality and allowing
better clinical decision support”
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[Croatian focus group]
“It is a benefit of standardized terminologies such as SNOMED CT that they could support more
secure medication procedures e.g. using decision support systems. In contrast, the granulation
level of ATC is not sufficient to support decision support use cases.”
[Danish focus group]
“Secondary use: clinical decision support; care pathways; research.”
“Unambiguous reference for decision rules, quality indicators, etc.”
[Netherlands focus group]
“Better care for the patient because of opportunity to use experience”
[Stakeholder questionnaires]

SNOMED CT is a standardized terminology which is able to identify entities and code data
at a fine grained level relating to hierarchical structure. This allows more comprehensive
linkage between patient data and medical knowledge sources and enhances decision
support system and medication procedures by providing precise structured data and
displaying meaningful medical use cases. This enables timelier and safer treatment
decision and medication procedures allowing patient safety to be improved.

3.3.3 Enhancing transparency of clinical documentation
to patients
The following description related to enhancing transparency of clinical documentation to
patients could be found in deliverable D3.1.
Better informed patients by structured information
The classic benefits sought through EHR implementation are easier patient access to care,
improved safety and better healthcare outcomes as a result of more efficient sharing and reuse of
patient-focused clinical information between health care providers. Patients can get information
about his health condition, status etc. on patient portal (locally, at first) where he or she is actively
involved in the healthcare process. This empowers patients with higher independence and motivates
self-management on health and lifestyle.
The basis for the improvement is structured information provided by the EHR. Additionally, the
display of information depends on functional, highly differentiated semantic standards like SNOMED
CT.

Noted from discussion of the focus groups and the stakeholder questionnaire, it is clear that
a terminology which could provide a linkage or translation of complicated medical terms to
layman’s language can facilitate patients understanding of their own medical record. Patients
are thus encouraged to actively participate in and manage their healthcare process.
SNOMED CT allows coding with user interface terminology linked to referencing terminology
or patient friendly terms which simplifies coding process for clinicians and at the same time
empowers and engages patients with greater involvement in decision making and the
possibility for self-care by providing them comprehensible and reliable clinical data.
“For a professional it is not possible to document the complete patient record in a way that the
patient can understand everything. Sometimes there is need of a certain degree of granularity,
specialised terms and descriptions that are not understandable for patients... With SNOMED CT
this becomes possible.”
[Belgian focus group]
“Terms from the daily spoken language could be linked to medical terms for solutions that
support the participation of the patient in his/her own health care. For example it would be
possible to build better IT-solutions for risk tests and self-care.”
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[Finnish focus group]
“Layman's translation of medical terminology”
[Netherlands focus group]
“Separating reference terminology from user interface terminology.”
[Stakeholder questionnaires]

SNOMED CT being a medical terminology which allows different level of granularity
enables linkage between user interface terminologies, referencing terminologies and
patient-friendly terms, making it possible for patients to access to reliable, up-to-date and
most importantly comprehensible information in EHR. This is a crucial step to patient
empowerment and engagement and the realization of integrated care.
Possible benefits of making use of SNOMED CT to support patient engagement are:




Enable transparency of clinical data without adding extra burden on clinicians when
coding data
Encourage patients’ engagement in the healthcare process and clinical decision making
Raise awareness of health issues and promote self-management among the public

3.4

Benefits for research and management

3.4.1 Re-use of clinical documentation for administration
purposes
In deliverable D3.1 we have found the following description related administrative
management in healthcare provisioning:
Improved reporting
SNOMED CT coding includes logical representation of semantic relationships between concepts.
This allows consistent retrieval of clinical information for a wide range of purpose, whether they are
medically or economically intended where the latter is primarily significant to billing and statutory
reporting.

Mapping to national and international classifications that feed DRG-related systems for billing
It is possible to map SNOMED CT to national and international classification systems that feed DRGrelated systems. By using SNOMED CT it is possible to collect a huge amount of information about
diagnoses (via mapping SNOMED CT to the officially validated ICD version, f e. ICD-10 – GM in
Germany) and procedures (via mapping SNOMED CT to the officially validated classification for the
coding of procedures, like OPS in Germany). These mapping activities may lead to the selection of
different classification codes, which means that diagnoses and procedures may be displayed in a
favourable way to make time consumption and costs more transparent. Additionally, this information
leads to DRG that may enable a fairer reimbursement for the stakeholders in the healthcare system.

This can be informed by our qualitative data, because focus group members stressed the
relationship between capturing clinical details and, using this information for
administration/billing purposes. For example, the following statements can be seen in the
answers of the Finnish focus group:
“A common terminology would help in handling information on medications in the National
pharmaceutical database for the Social Insurance Institution (Kela) and from there support
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interoperability in different IT solutions connected to the national ePrescripiton system and in
handling medication orders and data in electronic patient record systems.”
[Finnish focus group]

Advantage of using SNOMED CT to fulfil administrative purpose is that it provides adequate
details to reveal medical complexity while being able to map into other classification which
are used by DRG system for reporting and billing. This can be seen from the responses to
the stakeholder questionnaire.
“Multiple use of data, based on single recording with clinical detail.”
“Snomed seems to be more "clinical" and less administrative in comparison with ICD"
“[SNOMED CT] Possibility to automatically deviate some diagnoses and procedures into ICD10 codes”
[Stakeholders questionnaire]

Taking stakeholders views into account might lead to the following benefit description
SNOMED CT can capture information close to the clinical user, and using a map between
SNOMED CT and the classifications usually applied to feed into DRG systems, we might
capture administration and billing related information without needing clinical personnel or
coders to code for administration purposes specifically. It may also lead to a fairer
reimbursement for stakeholders in health care.
Alternative pathways would be to base reimbursement directly on SNOMED CT coding, but
stakeholders do not necessarily think it is worthwhile to change the core of the billing
systems, because the classifications already in use are working just fine, as long as they are
just not used beyond their scope. Below a comment from the Danish focus group supporting
this argument:
“Because it is already implemented, and it is designed with that purpose SKS (based on ICD10)
makes sense to use for administration and billing, but that does not mean that the codes will
have a clinical meaning in the setting where they originated “
[Danish focus group]
“I see the benefit of the clinician using SNOMED to enter what he sees and does, for the clinical
coder later to check whether this has been transferred into the correct ICD-10/11 codes and
ICHI codes.”
[Netherlands focus group]

As the Danish citation suggest, the risk in a scenario where we do not implement a clinical
detailed terminology such as SNOMED CT is that we instead of using clinical information to
feed into our administration related classification, start to use classifications for clinical
purposes, and hereby loosing clinical details, that might or might not be safety critical. Such a
scenario would also mean that we would continuously need personnel to capture clinical
details as well as administrative content, which is commonly referred to as a double
registration or redundancy problem.
Scenarios where only local terminologies are used do not make sense for this benefit
indicator.
In conclusion, possible benefits of making use of SNOMED CT encoded data for
administrative purposes are:



Avoiding redundancy and inconsistency related to capturing both clinical and
administrative content in parallel processes
Avoiding the extra work associated with double registration capturing both clinical and
administrative content in parallel processes
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Avoid patient safety risks when the need for structured data result in using administrative
data for clinical purposes
Close consistent relation between clinical data, and administrative classifications might
support more transparent and fair reimbursement schemes.

3.4.2 Enhanced semantic analytics for clinical audits,
population health management, and research
In deliverable D3.1, the following description is found that relates to clinical audits, population
health management, and research in general:
Better performance in management and research
Using SNOMED CT helps organizations to monitor performance of its protocols, disease
management programs and physician support tools.
Organizations that use SNOMED CT can identify gaps in healthcare services through standardized
data display and easily recognize when inappropriate or contra-indicated therapies from treatment
plans and monitoring tools have to be excluded.
Support of registries
This indicator is associated with common health registries that are supported via the use of unique
identification for certain type of data, in order to use the same value for the same type of data.
SNOMED CT is an option to display and provide interoperable data for registries. The application of a
common terminology is extremely important in the framework of cross-border information exchanges
between registries of different countries (e.g. registries for rare diseases).
Benefits for research
This indicator category specifies in which way the use of SNOMED CT may benefit and support
different kinds of research activities.
Clinicians, researchers, health system administrators and policy makers aggregate and analyse
available healthcare data to build an understanding of the relationships between patient needs,
medical interventions and health outcomes. Through interpretation, aggregation, and analysis, data is
converted into information and knowledge. New treatment patterns and best practice treatment plans
are devised as a direct result of interpretations derived from information aggregation and analysis.
To optimize values, available information and knowledge of new treatment patterns or best practices
must be distributed among healthcare providers. Healthcare journals, vendors of clinical content or
decision support systems and inter-professional collaboration among healthcare providers (within and
across countries) are examples of activities which support knowledge exchange in the healthcare
settings.
Making the value of health information more accessible can, in turn, also help accelerate the rate at
which new innovations are translated into consumable knowledge products and into practice.

Clinical data recorded using standardized terminologies can provide useful analytics for
various purpose, including clinical audits, population heath management and medical
research. Comments from focus group discussion and stakeholder questionnaires have
revealed the importance of having a common terminology which helps generate useful
analytics.
“Better quality data for analysis, planning and management”
[Croatian focus group]
“To improve the semantics of the databases underlying clinical information systems for big data
related uses e.g. prevention, treatment, research etc.”
[Danish focus group]
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“Secondary use: clinical decision support; care pathways; research”
“Reuse [of data] and decision support is limited with local terminologies because you cannot
query for research and other clinical purposes”
[Netherlands focus group]
“There is also a demand from the health care industry, including health care providers, the
pharmaceutical and biomedical technology industry, etc., for enabling benchmarking of health
results and this requires health information standards including terminology standards.”
[Swedish focus group]
“A goal could be to perform audits, retrieve data, and put qualifiers in your queries so that you
can see patterns and trends. The possibilities are endless with proper structure. And if you work
with standardized terminology instead of local ones, you can compare with other systems than
your own…”
“Audits on a better level.”
“Smarter usage of EHR content, for instance when submitting data to quality registers”
[Stakeholder questionnaires]

SNOMED CT encoded healthcare data can be used to generate useful analytics for
various clinical aspects due to the defining relationship of concepts. It helps healthcare
organization to monitor its performance by enabling coding of data on a fine-grained level
which are suitable for query for specific purposes such as clinical audits. SNOMED
CT display and provide interoperable data for clinical registries as well as for researchers
or health policy makers allowing them to aggregate and analyze available healthcare data
in a convenient and standardized way to facilitate research and health management.
In conclusion, possible benefits of making use of SNOMED CT to generate useful analytics
for clinical audits or research purpose are:




Easier query and more standardized data for research purpose
Facilitate quality assurance of the healthcare system by clinical audits
Utilize available healthcare data for better evidence based clinical research and
population management

3.5

Benefits for EU-wide eHealth deployments and
cross-border cooperation

3.5.1 Enhancing interoperability and exchange of patient
data across borders
In deliverable D3.1, the following description is found, which is related to the cross-border
exchange and facilitation of patient data:
Nationally and internationally agreed concepts and terms
The goal in documenting and sharing healthcare information is to provide all stakeholders with access
to timely and accurate information based on commonly agreed concepts and terms. This can be
made possible with a terminology that provides semantic interoperability.
SNOMED CT could play a key role in solving semantic interoperability issues in national and crossborder situations. For example, the epSOS pilot project has retained SNOMED CT as one of the
constituents of its master value sets catalogue which ensures semantic interoperability across the
borders in the frame of the pilot.
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Multiple languages/multi-lingual, multi-cultural aspects
To date, SNOMED CT is available in multiple languages. IHTSDO member countries created
translations of their official language as well as National Extension with country specific SNOMED CT
content, including:









Australia: SCT AU, National Extension including Australian English
Canada: SCT CA, National Extension including English and French components
Denmark: SCT DK, National Extension including a full Danish translation
Netherlands: SCT NL, National Extension including a Dutch translation
Spain: SCT ES, National Extension including European Spanish
Sweden: SCT SE, National Extension including a full Swedish translation
United Kingdom: SCT UK, National Extension including UK English
United States: SCT US, National Extension

The translations of SNOMED CT and its components are underlain with a high-level qualityassurance process monitored by the IHTSDO, to avoid errors and to prevent endangerment of patient
safety.

Transfer of individualized information between different EHR Systems
Not only the coding standard of SNOMED CT can be used across information systems, the structure
for patient summary and EHR can also be shared by different systems. In that case, individual patient
data can be exchanged between different EHR systems, irrespective of vendors, technical aspects,
etc.
Consistent coding of information within EHR systems, clinical criteria within decision support tools
and abstracts of knowledge resources using SNOMED CT can help make health information more
searchable, exchangeable, reusable and interoperable across organizations on a national and
international base.

Stakeholders have made clear that in order achieve interoperability across Europe; clinical
terminologies have to deal with the language barriers and be reusable in other countries.
Adopting international medical terminologies would not only facilitate information exchange in
the emerging scene of cross-border treatment, it as well creates more chances for
international cooperation such as comparison and benchmarking or clinical research. This
point can be seen both in focus group discussion and results of the stakeholder
questionnaires.
“The fact that it is an international system and not something local or limited to the territory
creates opportunities for cooperation and decreases the burden of maintenance and further
development.”
[Belgian focus group]
“The use of international terminologies would highly improve reimbursement processes with
insurance companies of German patients who have been treated overseas Problems often
occur due to the use of different terminologies and/or concepts”
“Can be used everywhere, where data is being exchanged: Patients are being treated less
frequently in a local setting, different specialists are located at different places”
[German focus group]
“Central to EU is the mobility of both patients/clients as well as health services and products,
e.g. health information systems. This cannot be done without standardization.”
[Swedish focus group]
“Open standard - Interoperability between countries.”
“Re-usability in other countries”
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“For example, being able to describe patient records using a national terminology and
transmitting results using international terminologies if necessary”
[Stakeholder questionnaires]

SNOMED CT being a major international clinical terminology available in multiple languages
has solved problems and saved resource helping stakeholders to achieve data sharing and
interoperability in cross-border situations. The advantages for international interoperability by
the adoption of SNOMED CT do not limited to clinical data exchange for medical purpose,
but are also presented in data exchange for billing, clinical research or PHM. A few examples
are given in the stakeholder survey.
“I must say for me, who also writes specifications for other countries, SNOMED CT can easily
be used to write specifications, because in all those uncommitted cases, you can brilliantly help
yourself with the use of SNOMED CT”
“Resource savings: The German healthcare system can highly profit of preliminary, high-quality
work which was already done abroad.”
[German focus group]
“Harmonizing the terminology within EU with a solution that is also used across the Atlantic,
could create a big Europe-US area where interoperability of eHealth information could be
possible. Usage of SNOMED CT could improve the possibilities for international comparison
and benchmarking.”
[Finnish focus group]
“I’m not sure if [the use of SNOMED CT for the exchange of cross-border health and social
data] should be, but I believe that it could be. A large multilingual terminology with set of unique
codes for concepts should be fit for international data exchange. Due to the fact that the same
terminology can be used for exchange within a country, region, healthcare provider and so on,
SNOMED CT can potentially be an all-purpose basis for different types of exchange.”
“One possible source for defining value sets for EFA (electronic medical record) / IHE metadata
that would make usage of the specifications truly interoperable.”
[Stakeholder Questionnaire]

SNOMED CT is available in several European languages with national extensions and has
a standard format for releasing further translations. It plays a key role in solving semantic
interoperability issues in both national and cross-border dimensions. Being a standardized
terminology available in different languages, SNOMED CT enables cross-border clinical
data sharing and interoperability and encourages clinical or research collaboration on
international level.
In conclusion, possible benefits of making use of SNOMED CT multilingual availability for
cross-border data sharing are:




With its high quality basis as a standardized and interoperable terminology, resource can
be saved when adopted in other countries as only a translation and local mapping is
needed and implementation resource (e.g. training activities) can be reused.
Facilitate cross-border data sharing and interoperability which allows patients to receive
secure and safe medical treatment or prescription in countries other than their countries
of origin
Encourage international clinical and research collaboration
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3.5.2 Boosting of Health ICT developments through re-use
of terminology artefacts
In deliverable D3.1, the following description is found, which is related to some of the same
aspects.
Enhancement to vendor systems
Using an international, multilingual standard like SNOMED CT in vendor products, can help reduce
operability barriers that currently complicate the workflows in the healthcare system.

Health system management/clinical program management
Same technical implementations are required to maintain SNOMED CT use across different
departments in the healthcare system, on both national and international level. This means that
similar implementation processes and activities can be reused reducing additional costs on
developing new implementation plans (e.g. training costs).

The adoption of an available standardized terminology like SNOMED CT will be beneficial to
the development of systems and information structures. The following statements from the
focus groups and responses to the stakeholder questionnaire illustrate possible benefits, e.g.
common point of reference for constructing templates and report specification.
“Resource saving: The German healthcare system can highly profit of preliminary, high-quality
work which was already done abroad [for SNOMED CT].”
[German Focus Group]
“Reducing the number of systems EHR implementers (and care givers) have to deal with
(UMLS: 177 sources; Bioportal: 447 ontologies).”
[Netherlands focus group]
“Successful use as an interlingua: reduces the time otherwise required to author a report
specification in parallel for multiple different deployed terminologies”
“SNOMED CT may be beneficial irrespective of implementation in EHR systems: as a tool for
revising existing templates, headings, and fixed-value sets; as a basis for developing new
templates etc.; as a common point of reference when contents and templates are shared; as a
basis for setting up requirements for EHR systems that support structured content.”
“Economies of scale in the expensive process of knowledge representation; no country has the
time or the native expertise to go [do] it alone. SNOMED's technical design is intrinsically more
flexible, so it's far more likely that we can hammer it into a shape that fits elegantly within the
evolving informatics architecture of the future than would be possible with intrinsically more rigid
and limited schemes like ICD or ICPC.”
[Stakeholder questionnaires]

In addition, small countries might reap the greatest benefits, because they generally have
fewer standardisation experts available. At least, Danish focus group members were
concerned about the knowledge level presently available in Denmark related to SNOMED CT
implementation, as well as the costs of developing SNOMED CT based system. Sharing
SNOMED CT enabled templates, value sets etc. for system development might relieve the
concern.
SNOMED CT as an available standardized terminology provides the possibility for systems
vendors or EHR implementers to base their system structure or design on an open
standard which relieve them from the complexity of dealing with multiple deployed
terminologies or developing their own classifications. This facilitates system development
and implementation while saving time and resources of both developers and users.
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In conclusion, possible benefits of making use of SNOMED CT for developing system
structures or design are:



Resource and time can be saved as vendors and implementers do not need to develop
their own terminologies or classifications and implementation plan can easily be reused
Stakeholders will only have to deal with one single terminology

3.5.3 Improved market access through common
terminology systems
The following text building upon vendor benefits and improved market access is found in
Deliverable 3.1.
Enhancement to vendor systems
The worldwide EHR market is projected to grow at 5.5 percent annually by 2015. In this context, EHR
solution vendors would need to improve their products to satisfy patient and customer needs. Using
an international, multilingual standard like SNOMED CT in vendor products, can help reduce
operability barriers that currently complicate the workflows in the healthcare system. As the delivery
of interoperable products affects the customers` willingness-to-buy, SNOMED CT equipped EHRs are
an attractive offer in the healthcare market.

Suppliers may deliver products across the EU and beyond as they can develop regarding a
single terminology
Encoding information using an international, multilingual standard like SNOMED CT can help reduce
linguistic and economic barriers to knowledge translation and adoption. Suppliers will get a better
chance to enter the European healthcare IT-market for the delivery of products making use of such
terminologies.

Stakeholders have emphasized that having an available comprehensive terminology such as
SNOMED CT which serves as an open standard and could be easily incorporated into
systems saves resource and enables better chance of entering the market for developers
and vendors.
“SNOMED CT could possibly improve the possibilities of the Finnish IT-sector in the European
(global) market.”
[Finnish focus group]
“Open standard - Interoperability between countries.”
“Re-usability in other countries”
“Economies of scale in the expensive process of knowledge representation; no country has the
time or the native expertise to go [do] it alone. SNOMED's technical design is intrinsically more
flexible, so it's far more likely that we can hammer it into a shape that fits elegantly within the
evolving informatics architecture of the future than would be possible with intrinsically more rigid
and limited schemes like ICD or ICPC.”
[Stakeholder questionnaires]

SNOMED CT is a readily available clinical terminology with comprehensive coverage in
various languages. It provides the possibility for systems vendors or EHR implementers to
base their system structure or design on one single open standard while avoiding linguistic
or national barriers. Health systems and clinical program equipped with SNOMED CT
being highly interoperable across borders and various institutional settings have
advantages in the European health ICT market.
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In conclusion, using a multilingual standardized terminology such as SNOMED CT to
develop clinical information systems for various markets can bring the following benefits:



System usable across settings and borders despite only equipped with one terminology
Vendors market will be enhanced as systems and products can be delivered and used
across the EU

3.6

Up-to-date terminology supporting open-ended
needs

A medical terminology which can be continuously updated and improved on both its content
and structure will be needed to accommodate the constantly changing and evolving clinical
domain. This is an acknowledged challenge1, which is best covered by a well-maintained
medical terminology, with the organisational structures in place to ensure that it evolves at
the same pace as the medical domain itself. In addition, changes should be reflected in our
terminology artefacts such as value sets as well. These points were addressed in the Danish
focus group.
“Some national terminologies was updated more slowly than the world changed. It is important
that a classification or terminology develops at a pace so that it is continuously relevant”
“It would be a benefit if we could establish a new terminology or an extension to an existing one,
and then stop using it again when the need was no longer there. We are stuck (inflexible) and
we try to squeeze new needs into the same terminology.”
“Terminologies should reflect reality to such an extent that it makes sense for all stakeholders,
and be updated as the world changes (especially the medical field).”
[Danish focus group]

In addition, a comment in the stakeholder questionnaires supported this view by underlining
the importance of organisational structures that allowed the community to improve SNOMED
CT.
“Apart from OBO ontologies with quite heterogeneous quality SNOMED CT is a profound,
powerful, practical and relevant resource available for teaching (e.g. "real" application of
Description Logics) and research. The openness and transparency (enabled by IHTSDO) make
it possible to criticize and improve structure and content continuously.”
[Stakeholder questionnaires]

From a technical view point, an ever changing clinical terminology calls for strong versioning
mechanisms. SNOMED CT has an in-build and versioning mechanism that enable full
historical overview of changes made to each component within the terminology. Moreover,
the fact that a component in SNOMED CT can never be deleted nor can it change
semantics, is an important characteristic enabling correct interpretation of data across time
and place.
 In conclusion, possible benefits of making use of SNOMED CT for representing the ever
changing clinical domain are:Having up-to-date concepts available to use in different
clinical documentation settings
 Transparent management organisation that allow the community to engage in
continuously improving the terminology

1

Rector, A. L. (1999). Clinical terminology: why is it so hard?. Methods of information in medicine, 38(4/5), 239-252.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10805008
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 Strong versioning that ensures that old patient data can still be interpreted correctly even
though the terminology is ever changing.

3.7

Methodological summary and interpretation

In this section, we used the focus group meeting minutes and the response to the ASSESS
CT stakeholder questionnaire to further advance the development of benefits indicators. The
indicators form major part of the overall socio-economic impact assessment framework and
subsequent cost-benefit analysis model. The reports from both focus group and
questionnaires provide very valuable data sources in this respect, since many of the
respondents and participants carry first-hand experience of real implementation projects or
actual national or regional implementations usually not published, not even in government
reports or so called grey literature.
The distillation of information and actual observed benefits (where possible) into the
preceding sections was partially informed by the earlier benefit indicator developments in
D3.1. The description of potential benefits here was mapped with new insights gained over
the project activities towards the end of the first project year. The results of focus group
discussions and the stakeholder survey, in which we discovered some major benefits that
are exclusive to the adoption SNOMED CT, were stressed and agreed on among various
stakeholders.
This in itself is a highly relevant expert validation for the socio-economic impact assessment,
cross-fertilizing from the intense activities and work in WP1. These discoveries and new data
have formed the basis of guiding and conceptualising part of the work behind running and
interpreting the two workshops and their outcomes which are described in the subsequent
section 5. In section 4, however, at first the revisions and improving of the description of cost
indicators is being presented. This work ran in parallel to the benefit indicator development,
and will also continue throughout the remainder of the project, as summarised in the final
WP3 deliverable D3.3.
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4

Revised cost indicators

A list of costs according to stakeholders and information on estimates and results from a
number of use cases were used to facilitate the discussion, both internally within WP3 and
externally among the participants of the expert workshops detailed further in section 4.
Through feedback and further development, the cost indicators from D3.1 have been
improved by adjusting the descriptions, and adding the formulae used to potentially calculate
them.

List of Cost indicators
C1 License costs

Indicator description

Costs associated with licensing in order to acquire the right to use
terminologies and have access to their most updated as well as revised,
and available releases. In the case of some terminologies a membership
in a specific standard development organization (SDO) is additionally
required or by itself represents the license fee. Cost estimates need to
reflect that, in the case of SNOMED CT, providers and users can become
affiliates even if a country is not member, in such cases affiliate licences
are available with related affiliate fees.

Indicator calculation

Yearly membership fee in €
Adopt

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Costs associated with licensing SNOMED CT and the membership in the
IHTSDO.

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

n/a

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

No associated costs, because the use of UMLS is free of charge. (Note,
that the use of the SNOMED CT-subset within UMLS is being excluded in
this approach)

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

n/a

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

n/a

Group 4 –

n/a
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Beneficiaries
Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain

C2 Decision-making costs for adoption of terminologies

Indicator description

Costs associated with deciding to adopt a terminology. The cost will vary
a lot from country to country because the formal requirements for
informed decisions in health informatics vary. The cost can possibly
include gathering international evidence, feasibility studies, workshops
with different stakeholders, content coverage studies and translation
pilots. The more countries that adopt one specific terminology, the smaller
the cost associated with decision making will be because of the possibility
of knowledge sharing. Especially if informed decisions have already been
taken in countries with similar organisation of the health sector and similar
language, cost can potentially be significantly reduced.

Indicator calculation

One-time sum of all costs related to 1) study conduction, 2) workshops
and events, 3) pilots and prototypes, and 4) other related costs needed
for decision making
Adopt

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Group 3 – Users

Costs related to decide to adopt SNOMED CT. The foundation for
decision makers to decide whether or not to adopt a terminology can
include feasibility studies, multiple workshops with different stakeholders,
etc.
Software suppliers will, like Group 1, need to invest in a decision making
process, to consider the implications of adopting SNOMED CT. If the
adoption of SNOMED CT is a national request, then the decision-making
costs for the suppliers will be low as compared to a scenario in which they
are ‘free’ to choose whatever terminology/classification they wish. In such
case, the decision making will require more analysis, like in Group 1 –
feasibility studies – EA planning etc.

Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Clinical professionals, researchers etc. will need to make feasibility
studies, like content-coverage studies, in order to determine whether
SNOMED CT contains the concepts needed to meet specific entry-and
retrieval requirements.

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Group 3 – Users
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Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

so rich, choosing for the right ones is more cost intensive.

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain

C3 Release management costs

Indicator description

Costs related to ensuring terminology updates and national extensions
are made available to terminology users. The cost will be associated with
the change management of terminology updates whether these are
associated with changes in the international, national or local edition of a
specific terminology. If changes of an international edition of a certain
terminology have to be propagated throughout a health sector this
requires a national service that releases a new version, updates to
extensions that depend on the changed content e.g. if an international
concept is retired, this should also be retired in a local value set that
previously used this concept. Notification of end users may be necessary
if changes directly influence user interfaces. If changes are requested
from provider organisations, policy makers need to have procedures to
handle request and release of changes in national extensions. The
propagation strategy will be the same as for international changes. The
indicator includes both man hours and possibly supporting
hardware/software that makes change management possible e.g.
handling requests for change or automatic processes to check if local
system value sets are affected by a new release. The indicator excludes
terminology management system cost, which is a separate indicator.

Indicator calculation

Number of releases per year * (Costs related to authoring the release +
Costs related to change management + Costs related to distribution of
the extension)
Adopt

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

SNOMED CT is released twice a year. Similarly, National editions of
SNOMED CT will have a national release cycle (not necessarily twice a
year). In each release updates are made to the national Edition of
SNOMED CT in accordance with updates to the international release, but
also updates to national extensions of SNOMED CT.
National authorities will have costs related to authoring the national
edition and costs related to change management and distribution of the
extension.
Affiliate organisations (e.g. software vendors, hospitals etc.) that
implements SNOMED CT will need to manage and maintain their own
affiliate edition, where local additions, subsets, maps etc. are included.
When updates/new releases are made to SNOMED CT editions, in which
the affiliate edition is dependent, then the affiliate organization will need
to consider and test how updates have implications on their affiliate
addition, and manage these changes.

Group 3 – Users

As for Group 2.

Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector

Implementing organisations, Professionals, researchers and others who
have their own edition of SNOMED CT, because they develop and use

Commercial in confidence
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(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

own extensions, will need to consider how this edition is authored,
managed and maintained. If professionals do not develop their own
edition, then release management will be limited to the costs associated
with integration and testing of new SNOMED CT releases into their
applied systems.
n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Like the adopt scenario. When new releases occur, or when
updates/requests are made to existing terminologies and/or
classifications – changes will need to be authored, managed and
distributed. Mapping consequences between terminologies need to be
examined. In the alternative scenario a range of classifications and
terminologies will be applied, and the release management costs will be
related to management of all the applied terminologies/classifications.
National authorities will have costs related to authoring the alternative
terminologies and classifications, and also management of new releases
of national versions of these systems. Mappings between terminologies
need to be examined and tested.

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

Costs for professionals, researches etc. associated with authoring and
management of locally used terminologies and classifications.

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain

C4 National Release Center (NRC) Costs
Costs associated with the establishment and maintenance of National
Release Centers (NRCs).

Indicator description

An NRC is an organization and official point of contact within a country
that is responsible to serve as interface between the respective Standard
Development Organization (SDO), the national users, potential affiliates,
and other members. The NRC releases terminology content including
national extensions; promotes and supports the adoption and deployment
of the terminology; establishes and maintains processes of distribution
and licensing; documents, reports, and supports requests for proposed
updates and enhancements to the terminology
An NRC can be established as a new body or organization within a
country or it can be folded into an existing body or organization.

Indicator calculation

Commercial in confidence

One time sum of costs for infrastructure establishment + yearly budget for
all costs related to 1) infrastructure management, 2) license management,
3) distribution of international release, 4) management of change
requests, and 5) other optional activities
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Adopt

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Costs associated with the establishment and maintenance of a National
Release Centers (NRC) concerning the national use of SNOMED CT.

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

n/a

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Costs associated with the establishment and maintenance of a National
Release Centers (NRC) concerning the national use of UMLS.

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

n/a

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain

C5 Legacy costs of governance model, legal and operational settings

Indicator description

Adaptation of existing administrative, legal and political governance
structures of a given healthcare system to fit the need and requirements
when adopting a new terminology. This cost indicator includes the often
in-tangible legal, political and regulatory hurdles that are not merely
related to the management and competence of NRCs only.

Indicator calculation

Estimated costs related to changes in governance, legal and operational
settings (* duration of the occurrence, if it is not a one-time investment)
Adopt

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,

Commercial in confidence

The costs associated with integrating SNOMED CT with the models used
in the existing national health-IT infrastructure e.g. the models that
currently exist for reporting into national quality registries, or integration of
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Public/private payers

SNOMED CT into existing funding and reimbursement models. These
costs will vary depended on the approach taken, but these are examples
of approaches:

-

Big bang approach. Build new administrative and governance
models based on SNOMED CT (fully integration-utilization of
SNOMED CT)
- Mapping approach: Map existing models to SNOMED CT. E.g.
use the models as is but replace use of local or alternative coding
systems with SNOMED CT.
Of the two approaches described the first will initially be most costly, but
at the same time it can be expected that this approach will have lower
maintenance costs and higher utilization of the terminology.

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Providers/ vendors will have costs related to adoption of SNOMED CT
into their systems in conformance with the national administrative and
governance structures. The costs associated with this will be as described
in C9.

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

This covers the costs related to changing existing administrative and
governance structures to conform to the alternative terminologies and
classifications. The approach taken will be comparable to those described
for the adopt scenario, however with the fact that multiple terminologies
and classifications will be part of this solution.
Providers/ vendors will have costs related to adoption of alternative
terminologies and classifications into their systems in conformance with
the national administrative and governance structures. The costs
associated with this will be as described in C9.

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain

C6 Promoting Implementations

Indicator description

Commercial in confidence

Costs associated with supporting and/or giving incentive grants to local
projects wishing to implement the terminology. National e-health traditions
and strategies will affect how these activities are carried out and therefore
it is expected that the size of the cost as well as the prioritized initiatives
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will vary considerably. The indicator can possibly be associated with the
costs for developing a business case description for selected focus areas,
information to affected stakeholders and possibly incentive grants to
those who implement terminologies as specified in the chosen cases. The
indicator excludes costs associated with required software development
for and education costs.
Indicator calculation

Sum of one-time promotion costs + yearly budget for promotion
Adopt
Costs for national authorities associated with initiating SNOMED CTpromoting activities. These activities can have different formats, and
hence different costs associated. Examples of SNOMED CT promoting
activities could be.

Group 1 – Funders



Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers





Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors, SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

Development at distribution of written material about the benefits
of SNOMED CT implementation
Demonstration cases – small pilot projects. To demonstrate the
value of implementing SNOMED CT
Seminars and education sessions to engage of key local
staff/professionals
Incentive grants for implementing organisations

Costs for vendor in promoting SNOMED CT. This could be prototyping
investments done to demonstrate for potential costumers what system
features is enabled using SNOMED CT:
In implementing organisations the organisations will need to promote
use of SNOMED CT by engaging health professionals in accurate and
consistent use of the terminology, as this is a pre-requisite for achieving
the requested benefits. E.g. promote SNOMED CT by teaching the
health care professionals about the benefits achievable by use of
SNOMED CT (overlaps with education/training costs)
n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers

Like the adopt scenario. However, the promoting activities should
concern the set of alternative terminologies applied. Again, promoting
several terminologies (and their SDO) is more costly then ‘just ‘
SNOMED CT (and IHTSDO).
n/a

Industry/EHR Vendors, SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain

Commercial in confidence
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C7 Translation costs
Costs associated with the semantic translation of the terminology
(planning, preparation, translation, post-translation). This indicator
includes the observation that the creation of localised content is often
not simply solved by translation. Past experiences have shown that just
translating preferred terms does not necessarily satisfy all use cases
and entails high translation and maintenance costs.
Indicator description

The costs also need to capture the increasing evidence that the A-Z
translation of SNOMED CT FSNs or PTs misses important
requirements, due to the vocabulary mismatch between these terms and
clinicians’ jargon. In addition, a translation project is a long-term and
costly endeavour, whereas users in non-English speaking countries
need, first of all, common interface terms that address well-delineated
subsets of concepts for specific use cases.
Once validated, using machine translation for medical terminologies
could reduce translation costs.

Indicator calculation

(Number of involved experts in Full-time-equivalents * Average yearly
salary of one expert + Costs for materials, meeting and consumables
per year) * translation period in years + one-time reimbursement
subsidies spreading over the translation period
Adopt
- Translators and/or qualified healthcare professionals;

-

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Terminology experts
Linguistic experts
Domain experts (clinical experts)

-(experts in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables
Group 2 – Providers

To be defined

Industry/EHR Vendors, SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers

-Translators and/or qualified healthcare professionals;
-(experts in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables
n/a

Industry/EHR Vendors, SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector

Commercial in confidence
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(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain

C8 Mapping costs

Indicator description

As part of-pre-implementation costs, this indicator defines the costs for
the development of map Reference Sets (or adjustment of existing
available Reference Sets) to manage the switchover and co-existence
of SNOMED CT and other code systems from local code systems used
in the country or locally, to the desired terminology. This involves
translation and creation of localised interface terms, and efforts in
mapping for healthcare professionals, terminology experts and
translators, for processes such as planning, preparation, mapping,
post-mapping. Mapping costs can also be considered as further
customization costs of SNOMED CT, which can accrue at both national
level or affiliate level.

Indicator calculation

(Number of involved experts in Full-time-equivalents * Average yearly
salary of one expert + Costs for materials, meeting and consumables
per year) * translation period in years
Adopt

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers

(experts in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meeting spaces,
consumables
Providers will typically choose to develop their own mappings when
implementing SNOMED CT into their systems and processes.

Industry/EHR Vendors, SDOs

(experts in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meeting spaces,
consumables

Group 3 – Users

Users will typically choose to develop their own mappings when
implementing SNOMED CT into their systems and processes.

Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 – Beneficiaries

(experts in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meeting spaces,
consumables
n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders

n/a

Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors, SDOs

Group 3 – Users

Commercial in confidence

-Translation and creation of localized interface terms;
-(experts in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meeting spaces,
consumables
FTE depends on the N alternatives
-Translation and creation of localized interface terms;
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Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 – Beneficiaries

-(experts in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meeting spaces,
consumables
FTE depends on the N alternatives
n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain

C9 Customisation costs
Costs for the development of a national extension.
Beside what the official international release of a terminology offers,
health care systems may require concepts or codes which depict
particularities of their country. This can be fulfilled by a national release,
that may include:





Indicator description

Translation (translation cost are considered by cost indicator C5)
into the national language or adaption to a national dialect;
Subsets
Cross-maps (these cost are considered by cost indicator C7)

Many implementations of a terminology do not require users to have
access to the full set of content. Often just a part of the data related to a
particular discipline or organization will be needed. It is possible to
constrain the content required by the use of the subsets or reference
sets.
Reference sets are sets of references to terminology components.
Simple reference sets contain just the information needed to define a
subset. However, reference sets can be richer than subsets, as they
can also include further information about the components defined for
other purposes such as mappings to other vocabularies or providing
alternative hierarchical structures.
Development cost are an ongoing cost position, given that any change
of the official international release may have impact on the national
releases. Therefore, every release requires reconciliation to ensure that
all national extensions remain aligned with the international release and
thus is creating ongoing costs.

Indicator calculation

Number of employees in local extension development team in Full-timeequivalents * Average yearly salary of one employee + Costs for
materials, meeting and consumables per year
This is an ongoing yearly cost
Adopt

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers

Costs for the development of local extensions to SNOMED CT.

Costs for the development of local extensions to SNOMED CT.

Industry/EHR Vendors, SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector

Commercial in confidence

Costs for the development of local extensions to SNOMED CT.
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(public/private)

Group 4 – Beneficiaries

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers

Costs for the development of a national extension and/or national
reference/subsets of UMLS.

n/a

Industry/EHR Vendors, SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 – Beneficiaries

n/a

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain

C10 Implementation testing costs (user pilots, user interface)

Indicator description

Costs for implementation testing of the terminology on a national or
single (e.g. by provider, by user) level. This excludes actual software
and usability testing, as this is related more to software design that
terminology. However, this includes testing whether the different
customizations of the terminology fulfil the actual user needs in the
process of data capture. Examples of close-to-user quality check of the
terminology is to test coverage, consistency in the process of data
capture and consistency in the users interpretation of the semantics of
individual concepts.

Indicator calculation

Number of employees in the testing team in Full-time-equivalents *
Average yearly salary of one employee * Testing period in years
Adopt

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors, SDOs

Costs for close-to-user test of the National Extension of SNOMED CT,
i.e. translation, national subsets and cross-maps.
Costs for close-to-user test of the Vendors/providers Extension to
SNOMED CT, i.e. translation, national subsets and cross-maps.

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 – Beneficiaries

Costs for close-to-user test of the Vendors/providers Extension to
SNOMED CT, i.e. translation, national subsets and cross-maps.

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Commercial in confidence
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Alternative

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors, SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 – Beneficiaries
Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain

C11 Integration into Software Products

Indicator description

Costs associated with the technical integration of the terminology into
existing software products, which is largely provided for through the
providers (industry, ICT vendors, SDOs, etc). This includes the technical
integration of a clinical terminology (such as SNOMED CT) into existing
Information Systems of any organization (i.e. Hospital Information
Systems).

Indicator calculation

(Number of involved employees in Full-time-equivalents * Average
yearly salary of one employee + Costs for materials, meeting and
consumables per year) * integration period in years
Adopt

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy
Makers,
Public/private payers

(experts in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables

Group 2 – Providers

Staff costs + costs for testing, hardware, installation, travel (+ subset
development costs/subset acquiring costs), [maintenance (substituting a
prior version of a subset with its more recent version)]

Industry/EHR Vendors, SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group
4
Beneficiaries

n/a

–
n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders

n/a

Decision/Policy
Makers,
Public/private payers

Commercial in confidence
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Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors, SDOs

(experts in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables

Group 3 – Users
Professional
Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group
4
Beneficiaries

n/a

–
n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain

C12 Terminology Binding Costs
Costs for creating a functional binding between semantic standards and
information models.
Indicator description

Indicator calculation

In order to build up a suitable IT infrastructure that is able to provide
interoperability of data, there is a need to bind, i.e. to interconnect,
terminologies (semantic standards) with information models (syntactic
standards; such as HL7 V3). Information models (or syntactic standards)
enable precise access to data fields whereas terminologies determine
the annotation.
(Number of involved employees in Full-time-equivalents * Average yearly
salary of one employee + Costs for materials, meeting and consumables
per year) * binding period in years
Adopt

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Group 3 – Users

Costs of a functional binding between SNOMED CT and an information
model (e.g. HL7 V3). Human efforts and tooling expertise of both
information model and of terminology (experts in FTEs * salary) needed
to construct the binding.
Costs of a functional binding between SNOMED CT and an information
model (e.g. HL7 V3). Human efforts and tooling expertise of both
information model and of terminology (experts in FTEs * salary) needed
to construct the binding.

Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Costs of a functional binding between SNOMED CT and an information
model (e.g. HL7 V3). Human efforts and tooling expertise of both
information model and of terminology (experts in FTEs * salary) needed
to construct the binding.

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Commercial in confidence

Costs of a functional binding between UMLS and an information model
(e.g. HL7 V3). Human efforts and tooling expertise of both information
model and of terminology (experts in FTEs * salary) needed to construct
the binding.
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Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors,
SDOs

Group 3 – Users

Costs of a functional binding between UMLS and an information model
(e.g. HL7 V3). Human efforts and tooling expertise of both information
model and of terminology (experts in FTEs * salary) needed to construct
the binding.

Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Costs of a functional binding between UMLS and an information model
(e.g. HL7 V3). Human efforts and tooling expertise of both information
model and of terminology (experts in FTEs * salary) needed to construct
the binding.

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain

C13 Skills Development and Training Costs
Skills development and training costs covers all existing training costs.
This indicator subsumes costs related to:

-

instructors training costs,
user skills development costs,
provider skills development costs, and
NRC skills development.

For the ADOPT scenario the costs associated with the NRC skills
development indicator is relatively low because of support from the
IHTSDO. (I.e. some of these costs are included in the IHTSDO license
fee). The costs related to this indicator will be substantial for the
Alternative scenario, because there will be many more terminologies
and classifications to know and manage. For the alternative scenario
there will be substantial costs as well because each country has do
define their own “documentation standard” – such decentralization will
require more resources.

Indicator description

One assumption regarding training costs is that applying SNOMED CT
compared to other terminologies will require more and other skills than
those required for other systems, such as statistical classifications,
because those will typically be much simpler in their structure. However,
managing
and
knowing
the
details
of
a
variety
of
terminologies/classification as compared to only one (SNOMED CT)
may be more costly.
The costs for the NRC skills development concerns IHTSDO
membership commitments (like IHTSDO organization and management,
financing, participation in groups etc.) are also included here. A
separate cost indicator is used for NRC costs associated with
establishing the organisation and recruiting the people of the NRC.
Costs associated with training of staff are:
(1) NRC-staff/representatives: acquiring deeper knowledge of the
terminology, its associated releasing institutions, responsibilities of an
NRC, knowledge about release management, licence administration,
etc. technical implementation details, release management, file formats,
technical specifications, etc.
(2) Providers: implementation skills are focused on content and include:

Commercial in confidence
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Knowledge about the content and logical model of the terminology.
Knowledge about customisation possibilities, e.g. types of reference
sets.
Selection of content for reference sets.
Post-coordination.

Note: Some countries may offer this training as a national service others may not.
(3) Education of people who will train the NRC-staff/representatives,
providers and users in implementing and using the terminology. Costs
associated with training of NRC-staff/representatives. Skills required are
deeper knowledge of the terminology, its associated releasing
institutions, responsibilities of an NRC, knowledge about release
management, licence administration, etc.
Indicator calculation

(Number of involved trainers in Full-time-equivalents * Average monthly
salary of one trainer + Average costs for materials and other
consumables per month + Duration of training per month which is time
lost for trainees for their primary job)* training period in months
Adopt

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers

-Labour costs of trainees;
-(trainers in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables
-(trainers in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables

Industry/EHR Vendors, SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

-Labour costs of trainees;
-(trainers in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers

-Labour costs of trainees;
-(trainers in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables
(trainers in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables

Industry/EHR Vendors, SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

(trainers in FTEs * salary) + costs for materials, meetings, consumables

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain

Commercial in confidence
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C14 Education material costs

Indicator description

Development of national education material, e.g. translation of
specifications, detailed information documents on national extensions,
material with technical focus for providers, appropriate material for
supporting clinical end users in using the services, etc. It may be
decided that no other material than what is accessible internationally will
be provided, but the feasibility of this approach will dependent on
English skills and profession of the targeted stakeholder group. This
indicator excludes actual training and e-learning because this is
included in another indicator.

Indicator calculation

One-time sum of costs for developing, translating and distributing
education materials
Adopt
Given the range of users and perspectives needed to be educated, the
costs associated with development of SNOMED CT education material
is substantial. However, the complexity of determining how to estimate
this indicator exists because of the variety of approaches each member
can choose to take:


Group 1 – Funders


Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers



A member/country could choose NOT to develop further
material than the freely available online resources provided by
IHTSDO.  Low costs and no focus on national priorities and
use cases. The vendors and the users will have higher costs,
and maybe higher costs due to less success.
A member/country can choose to translate IHTSDO material,
and maybe provide written guidelines on national use.  Higher
costs for national authorities and more focus on national
demands.  The same, or less costs for vendors and users.
A member/country can choose to provide courses and material
for national affiliates and users.  Even higher costs for
national authorities  less costs for vendors and users.

Generally, the costs will be associated with development of national
guidelines for use of SNOMED CT and potentially educational material
about SNOMED CT in general.

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors, SDOs

Vendors will need technical implementation material. IHTSDO provide
written guidelines and eLearning Implementation courses, freely. A
vendor can choose to only use these services, or they can choose to
develop specific educational material that focus on the specific technical
environment where SNOMED CT is implemented. E.g. what SNOMED
CT constraints are made to specifically to EHR-specific data entry
templates. Or, what specific SNOMED CT-enabled storage model is
used within the vendor system.
A central assumption here is, furthermore, that SNOMED CT is more
complex than, e.g., ICD-10.

Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

- A Member can state that it is the vendors and the affiliates own
responsibility to get education  This will have low costs for the
National authorities. However, similarly high cost for vendors and users
(note: many vendors and users will maybe develop redundant
educational material)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

Group 3 – Users

Patients, Citizens, Carers
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Alternative

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors, SDOs

National authorities will have costs related to developing educational
material that describe how of all applied terminologies and
classifications in a country is used. And also educational material that
explain the composition of each of these systems and their correlation.
Vendors will need to develop educational material that describe how
each of the alternative terminologies/classifications are integrated in the
specific provider system.

Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Organisations that implement and use terminologies and classifications
will have costs related to development of guidelines for how each of
these systems are used in practice. To ensure that the terminologies
and classifications are used as intended (ensure consistent use) and for
the intended purposes

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

Group 3 – Users

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain

C15 Terminology management system (TMS) costs

Indicator description

Costs associated with acquiring a terminology management system
(TMS) in order to handle terminologies and ontologies. These term
hierarchies aid in the formal sorting of the individual fields of expertise
and establish rules on the contexts of the corresponding expressions,
thus enabling conclusions to be drawn from the existing data,
contradictions to be detected and missing knowledge to be added.
Also the integration of the TMS in to existing systems and software is
covered by this cost position.

Indicator calculation

One-time sum of costs related to TMS acquisition + Yearly costs related
to TMS maintenance
Adopt

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors, SDOs

Group 3 – Users
Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

Commercial in confidence

Costs associated with acquiring a TMS in order to maintain and manage
the National Edition of SNOMED CT (which may include various
Reference Sets as part of the National Extension of SNOMED CT) and
manage the various releases.
Costs associated with acquiring a TMS in order to maintain and manage
the National Edition of SNOMED CT (which may include various
Reference Sets as part of the National Extension of SNOMED CT) and
manage the various releases, as well as the integration of the TMS with
existing systems and software.
- Costs associated with acquiring a TMS in order to maintain and
manage the National Edition of SNOMED CT (which may include
various Reference Sets as part of the National Extension of SNOMED
CT) and manage the various releases, as well as the integration of TMS
with existing systems and software.
n/a
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Patients, Citizens, Carers

Alternative

Group 1 – Funders
Decision/Policy Makers,
Public/private payers

Group 2 – Providers
Industry/EHR Vendors, SDOs

Group 3 – Users

Costs associated with acquiring a TMS in order to maintain and manage
UMLS on a national level.
Costs associated with acquiring a TMS in order to maintain and manage
UMLS on a national level, as well as its integration with existing systems
and software.

Professional Associations,
HCP/HPO, Research Sector
(public/private)

-Costs associated with acquiring a terminology management system in
order to Costs associated with acquiring a TMS in order to maintain and
manage UMLS on a national level, as well as its integration with existing
systems and software.

Group 4 –
Beneficiaries

n/a

Patients, Citizens, Carers

Abstain
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5

Data collection: workshops and case
studies

5.1 Cases studies of SNOMED CT implementation
projects in Europe
FSIII (Denmark)2, 3
The FSIII project was established in 2012 and has since worked on developing a standard
for healthcare data documentation. FSIII covers both documentation provided by authorities
and care providers. This makes it possible that staff in different sectors and disciplines can
update and (re) use the same standardized information about individual patients. SNOMED
CT plays a key role in the documentation framework, as it functions as a reference
terminology, where cross maps are applied between SNOMED CT and other code systems.
The first version of FSIII aims at building national standard to contribute to the coherence,
quality and efficiency in home care and homecare nursing setting. In the longer term courses
FSIII way that they can exchange data, not only among the local authorities, but also
between other actors in the social sector and health care.
On the basis of observational studies, comprehensive review of reports and workshops with
15 municipalities in the FSIII project, a list of potential efficiency gains and costs were
identified.
Benefits










Costs

Improved health action
o Better handling of emergency situations
and as a result, decrease in the number
of inappropriate admissions
o Early
detection
and
prevention,
implementing right treatment at the right
time and in the right scope
Increased citizen satisfaction
o Citizen experience and interventions are
coherent
and
coordinated
across
healthcare disciplines
Improved consistency across sectors
o Data on citizen's current state can be
exchanged
automatically
and
electronically across sector
o Accurate and precise patient data can be
accessed and communicated across
different healthcare providers
Better basis for prioritization and health
management
o Improving the basis for management and
governance; and prioritizing resources in
the municipal health area
o Improved evidence to prove the efficacy
of the municipal efforts on health care
Improved work arrangements
o More flexibility in scheduling staff

 IT costs
o one-off investment in upgrading system
o annual software maintenance
 Project costs
o project management
o External consultants
o Other costs
 Staff training costs
o Nurses and medical officers (three days of
o
o

training)
Social and health assistants, occupational
and physical therapists (one day training)
Social and health aides (half-day training)

 Risk in initial implementation phase
o Fall in productivity
o Quality of evidence falls
o Incomplete documentation

2

http://www.kl.dk/Fagomrader/Sundhed/Falles-Sprog-III/

3

http://www.kl.dk/ImageVaultFiles/id_75526/cf_202/FSIII_Estimeringer_af_gevinster_og_omkostninger_ve.PDF
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resources
Improving the basis for the transfer of
municipal tasks between municipal
healthcare workers
Increased efficiency and profitability
o



Benefits
1

2

Estimates

Improve efficiency of nursing documentation
Average time a nurse uses to document a nursing investigation

27 minutes per investigation

Average number of nursing documentation a nurse making

1.5 per week

Average time saved documenting a nursing investigation in a
FSIII-compatible system

17 minutes per investigation

Number of working weeks in a year

43

Number of nurses

9183

Total time savings in one year for all nurses

170,000 hours

Hourly wages of a nurse (incl. overhead)

328 kr.

Rationalisation potential total

56 io. kr. per year

Recovery of nursing documentation
4

3

Average time a visitator used to recover a new patient’s existing
nursing documentation

14 minutes

Average time a visitator used to recover a new patient’s existing
nursing documentation in a FSIII compatible system

5 minutes

The potential time savings with FSIII

9 minutes

Estimated average number of cases per visitator per week seeing
a new patient

2 cases per week

Number of working weeks in a year

43 weeks

Total time savings in one year

15,400 hours

Hourly wages of a visitator (incl. overhead)

328 kr.

Rationalisation potential total

5 million. kr. per year

Streamlining of the ongoing documentation
Nurses
Average time per week a nurse uses to document in system

5.6 hours per week

Average time per week a nurse uses to document in a FSIIIcompatible system

5.0 hours. week

The potential time savings with FSIII per nurse per week

34 minutes per. week

Number of working weeks in a year

43 weeks

Number of nurses

9183

Total time savings of one year for all nurses

220,000 hours

Hourly wages of a nurse (incl. overhead)

328 kr.

Rationalisation potential total for nurses

73 million. kr. per year

Healthcare assistants
Average time per week a healthcare assistant used to document
4

1.7 hours per. week

The personnel that decides which citizen/patient gets what care needs covered by publicly funded home care.
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care record system

4

Average time per week a healthcare assistant used to document
in a FSIII-compatible system

1.6 hours. week

The potential time savings with FSIII per healthcare assistant per
week

Per 5 minutes. week

Number of working weeks in a year

43 weeks

Number of social and Health Assistants

24.116

Total time savings of one year for all social and Health Assistants

90,000 hours

Hourly wages for social and healthcare (incl. overhead)

292 kr.

Rationalisation potential total

26 million. kr. per year

Improving internal communication
Nurses
Average time a nurse uses to give internal advice

1.6 mins per advise

Average number of advise one nurse advisor give a day

5

Proportion which FSIII can reduce internal advisor

50%

Number of working days in a year

216

Number of nurses

9183

Total time savings of one year for all nurses

129,000 hours

Hourly wages of a nurse (incl. overhead)

328 kr.

Rationalisation potential total for nurses

42 million. kr. per year

Healthcare assistants
Average time a healthcare assistant uses to give internal advice

1.8 mins per advise

Average number of advise one healthcare assistant advisor give a
day

4

Proportion which FSIII can reduce internal advisor

50%

Number of working days in a year

216

Number of healthcare assistant

24,116

Total time savings of one year for all healthcare assistant

300,000 hours

Hourly wages of a healthcare assistant (incl. overhead)

292 kr.

Rationalisation potential total for nurses

88 million. kr. per year

Total rationalisation potential

290 million. kr. per year

When a municipality implements FSIII, it is expected that there will be an implementation and
commissioning phase of 3 months before they begin to experience efficiency gains. Wave 1
municipalities will achieve 50% of the efficiency gains in the second half of 2016 and the full
efficiency gain from first half of 2017 on.
Gain estimation
st

1
2016
FSIII
streamlining
potential gain

0

half

nd

2
2016
24

half

st

1
2017

half

72

nd

2
2017
121

half

2018

2019

2020

290

290

290

(all in million. kr.)
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Cost estimation
st

1
2016
One-off
system/license
investment

half

67

nd

2
2016

half

67

st

1
2017

half

nd

2
2017

half

2018

2019

2020

30

30

30

30

30

30

67

Annual software
maintenance

10

10
10

Project costs

10

21

21

Training

55

55

55

Total costs

132

142

152

20

(all in million. kr.)
Overall potential
st

1
2016

half

nd

2
2016

half

st

1
2017

half

nd

2
2017

half

2018

2019

2020

FSIII
streamlining
potential gain

0

24

72

121

290

290

290

Costs

132

142

152

20

30

30

30

Total potential

-132

-118

-80

100

260

260

260

Accumulated
potential

-132

-250

-330

-229

31

290

550

(all in million. kr.)

NPDC (Sweden)5
National Programme for Data Collection (NPDC) by SALAR
 Promote easier collection of EHR data submitted to the quality registries
 Restrict the necessity to record patient data several times for different purposes
 Promote automated data transfer to the registries
NPDC Informatics work
In order to promote automated data transfer – common information structure and
terminology, informatics mapping work was carried out:




Translating variables in quality registries to codes from classifications and other
coding systems and terminologies – SNOMED CT
Finding common information in different registries and making sure they are
expressed and coded in a uniform way
Developing information models that comply with the National Information Structure
Initiative

A national network of mappers was established with participants from different healthcare
regions. Mappers were trained by SNOMED CT terminologists from the National Release
Center following a specified mapping method. Variables for each registry were checked and
“cleaned” to enable coding – included regular discussions with registry representatives.

5

https://confluence.ihtsdotools.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=12780174
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Current status
 Out of the 110 quality registries, about 11% have been coded using national
terminologies and classifications
 A center of competence has been established to manage and drive the work forward
 More pilot projects will be added to the list
Issues and difficulties include (i) finding the accurate concepts in SNOMED CT; (ii)
deciphering the complex way variables are expressed, often combining different questions
into one; (iii) making the necessary adjustments to the structure and terminology of the EHR
systems to allow for encoded data and for automated transfer to the registries.
The mapping work has the following implication:





Necessity of validating/updating the map source: The variables were often not
clear and/or were too complex to be coded. Continuous discussions with registry
representatives were necessary.
Necessity of post-coordination: Many of the variables couldn’t be expressed using
single SNOMED CT codes. A better map result would be achieved with postcoordination. The more advanced mappers in the network have started creating postcoordinated expressions.
Necessity of adding new content to SNOMED CT: In spite of the post-coordination
efforts there were still many gaps in the maps. Numerous change requests to the
NRC about adding the non-existing concepts to the Swedish SNOMED CT extension.
For this purpose the collaboration between the programme and the NRC was
increased.

Benefit categories
Improve efficiency of health data documentation
Better efficiency of data
documentation and retrieval

Easier retrieval of health data
Streamlining of the ongoing documentation

Better internal
communication
Common structure and
terminology in IT systems

Time savings for giving internal advise
Lower risks of misunderstanding of data
Increase data exchange across disciplines
Data exchanged automatically and electronically across discipline

Improved consistency across
sectors

Data exchange accurately and precisely across discipline
Interventions are coherent and coordinated across disciplines

Improved health action
Better basis for prioritization
and health management
Improved work
arrangements

Better handling of emergency situations and reduction of admissions
Earlier detection and prevention
Improving the basis for management and governance; and prioritizing
healthcare resources
Evidence for assessment of quality and resource distribution
More flexibility in scheduling staff resources
Improving the basis for the transfer of tasks between healthcare
workers

Avoided double
documentation

Number of identified redundant documents * time spent removing
them (time spent on double documentation – Annika)

Time saved through
automated registration

Time spent per registry and number of clinics

Complete data registration
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Avoided integration costs

(Number of registry connections before – number of connections
now) * resources necessary to set-up the connection (FTEs,
software/hardware)

Cost categories
One-off investment
Annual maintenance

Measurable indicators
Terminologies licensing costs
Acquisition of terminology management system
Software maintenance
Maintenance of terminology management system
Translation period in months

Translation costs

Number of involved experts
Monthly salary of one involved experts
Number of release

Release management

Costs related to release management
Costs related to release maintenance
Other costs e.g. test or check cost
Mapping period in months
Number of involved mappers

Mapping and coding cost

Monthly salary of one involved mappers
Costs of materials, meeting, consumables for discussion with registry
representatives
Number of mappers in post-coordination/extension team

Customization

Salary of mappers
Costs of materials, meeting, consumables for discussion with registry
representatives/NRC
Duration of training

Training cost

Salary of mappers
Salary of SNOMED CT terminologists
Costs of education materials and meetings

Terminology binding cost
Promotion costs
Legacy cost of governance
model, legal and operational
settings

Cost related to information model development
Costs related to interconnecting information model and terminologies
One-time promotion, e.g. materials
Yearly promotion budget, e.g. seminar / pilot grants
Costs related to IT system change to integrate SNOMED CT
Costs related to integration of SNOMED CT into existing funding and
reimbursement models

MiBa (Denmark)6,7
The Danish microbiology database (MiBa) is a nationwide automatically updated database of
microbiological findings and reports for research and quality assessment projects. MiBa's
sole purpose is an overall view of microbiological test results from across the country for a

6

http://miba.ssi.dk/

7

http://ihtsdo.org/fileadmin/user_upload/doc/showcase/show14/SnomedCtShowcase2014_Present_14091.pdf
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given patient. MiBa's second objective is to lay the foundation for modernization of the
reporting of infections to enable automatic, timely and complete national surveillance.
Parties involved in the MiBa collaboration are:






All Danish microbiology departments
Suppliers of laboratory information systems
Statens Serum Institut (The National Public Health Institute)
MedCom
The Ministry of Health

As in test reports sent to MiBa, most administrative data were coded with national codes, but
test results and finding were mostly coded in local codes which differ across labs and
providers. Thus a common terminology would be needed to map these test results in MiBa
and facilitate data exchange.
The ‘MikroTerm’ Working Group
The MikroTerm WG under the Danish Society of Clinical Microbiology, in collaboration with
the National Board of Health, aims to develop a common terminology adapted to Danish
conditions of clinically relevant microorganisms and groups of microorganisms. SNOMED CT
is chosen as the common reference terminology in this case. The working group focuses on
developing a terminology where concepts can be mapped 1:1 in SNOMED CT. The Working
Group will also evaluate the Danish translation of the terms corresponding to SNOMED CT
and validate preferred terms for microorganism in Denmark. Maintenance and updates will
be continuously carried out and published. The use of terminology is a recommendation. It is
not mandatory that the Danish clinical microbiology departments (KMA) must use SNOMED
CT as a common terminology in their local Laboratory Information System or on their test
results.
Current mapping progress
 7700 local terms have accumulated in MiBa in which 6650 terms have been
evaluated and mapped to a common term
 1160 common terms or concepts have been created in the MiBa classification in
which 790 terms have been mapped to SNOMED CT Microorganism
 35 new SNOMED CT concepts were created
During the mapping process into SNOMED CT, some issues remain unresolved, e.g. issues
related to microbial properties, and inconsistency issues concerning x-species. Yet, it has
shown that the microorganism sub-hierarchy in SNOMED CT is valid and up-to-date, and
suitable for implementation as a national microorganism terminology.
Benefits

Discussion
Easier and timelier retrieval of test report data

Time and resource savings
with data exchange

Reduce unnecessary or duplicated test
Streamlining of test data documentation and retrieval
Data exchanged automatically and electronically across discipline

Improved consistency across
sectors

Data exchange accurately and precisely across discipline
Interventions are coherent and coordinated across disciplines

Improved health action

Earlier detection and prevention
Better handling of emergency situations and reduction of admissions
Evidence for assessment of quality and resource distribution

Better basis for prioritization
and health management
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Costs
One-off investment
Annual maintenance

Description
Terminologies licensing costs
Acquisition of terminology management system
Software maintenance
Maintenance of terminology management system
Translation period in months

Translation costs

Number of involved experts
Monthly salary of one involved experts
Number of release

Release management

Costs related to release management
Costs related to release maintenance
Other costs e.g. test or check cost
Mapping period in months

Mapping and coding cost

Number of involved WG members
Monthly salary of one involved WG members
Costs of materials, meeting, consumables
Number of involved WG members in post-coordination/extension
team

Customization

Salary of WG members
Costs of materials, meeting, consumables

Terminology binding cost
Promotion costs
Legacy cost of governance
model, legal and operational
settings

Cost related to information model development
Costs related to interconnecting information model and terminologies
One-time promotion, e.g. materials
Yearly promotion budget
Costs related to IT system change to integrate SNOMED CT
Costs related to integration of SNOMED CT into existing funding and
reimbursement models

The new Danish Pharmaceutical Terminology8 and Decision Support

Project9 (Denmark)
The new Danish Pharmaceutical Terminology
As existing medical terminologies in Denmark was not designed primarily for clinical use
(Taksten for economic and ATC for statistical purpose), a pharmaceutical terminology based
on SNOMED CT is under development. As all concepts in SNOMED CT, including
ingredients, have unique global ID which allows unique identification of all relevant concepts,
the new Danish Pharmaceutical Terminology based on SNOMED CT can be used for all

8

http://www.ssi.dk/~/media/Indhold/DK%20%20dansk/Sundhedsdata%20og%20it/NationalSundhedsIt/Terminologi/Snomed/Den%20nye%20danske%20l%C3%A6ge
middelterminologi%20-%20beskrivelse.ashx

9

http://www.ssi.dk/~/media/Indhold/DK%20%20dansk/Sundhedsdata%20og%20it/NationalSundhedsIt/Terminologi/Snomed/Beslutningsst%C3%B8tte%20gevinstrealis
ering.ashx
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purposes where there is need for a structured representation of drugs such as allergies
register, allergy check, interaction check, risk drugs check and maximum dosage check.
Product hierarchy in the new terminology in the first place includes all medicinal products on
the Danish market relevant for decision support services, and then other drug for example
medical gases, vitamins, vaccines, salt water are added to create a complete pharmaceutical
terminology. The hierarchy is made up of an international SNOMED CT representation with a
Danish local extension (SNOMED DK) containing trade names-based concepts. Hierarchy of
substance, dosage, strength and unit of measurement are also presented in the new Danish
Pharmaceutical Terminology.
Decision Support
The Decision Support project aims to create a solution that increases patient safety by
alerting the physician when medications prescribed are registered as patient-allergic, or
when there might be undesirable side effects such as interactions with other ingredients. The
Decision Support Services will also warn if the doctor prescribes risk-posing drugs or when
dosage is incorrect.
The system using the new Danish Pharmaceutical Terminology would enable search result
display of pharmaceuticals showing the ingredients, strength, dose form of a composition,
therapeutic class, SNOMED CT code, Danish DrugID, and other indications. In addition there
will as well be electronic library services where subsets of drug can be viewed oriented by
ingredients, therapeutic groups, specialized fields, specific hospitals or GPs use and other
grouping. The contents of the system can be adjusted to the needs of the users.
Benefits
1

Estimates

Reduce admission from medication errors
Number of first-time prescriptions

15 millions

Average error rate for first-time prescription

4.5%

Average error rate with DSS with new terminology
Number of cases of medication errors not related to first-time
prescription
Average hospital days due to medication errors

2 days

Hospital rates per day

4,000 kr.

Potential gains
2

Reduced damage due to medication errors
Insurance compensation per case

2-300,000 kr. per case

Number of damage cases
Lose of productivity to society
Costs related to administrative work
Potential gains
3

Reduced complaints due to medication errors
Increase in number of complaint cases

5-10% per year

Costs related to administrative work
Potential gains
4

Improved treatment results due to improved medication procedures
More accurate and precise dosage and pharmaceutical
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combination prescription
Timelier and safer prescription
Avoid duplicated or unnecessary medication
5

Promote usage of shared medication record
Better data exchange of medication

6

Better basis of resources for pharmaceutical research
Quality data for drug allergy registry
Easier information dissemination by pharmaceutical companies

Costs
One-off investment
Annual maintenance

Description
Terminologies licensing costs
Acquisition of terminology management system
Software maintenance
Maintenance of terminology management system
Translation period in months

Translation costs

Number of involved experts
Monthly salary of one involved experts
Number of release

Release management

Costs related to release management
Costs related to release maintenance
Other costs e.g. test or check cost
Mapping period in months

Mapping and coding cost

Number of involved mappers
Monthly salary of one involved mappers
Costs of materials, meeting, consumables
Number of involved mappers in post-coordination/extension team

Customization

Salary of mappers
Costs of materials, meeting, consumables

Terminology binding cost
Promotion costs

Cost related to information model development
Costs related to interconnecting information model and terminologies
One-time promotion, e.g. materials
Yearly promotion budget

Operational costs

Costs related to user support

Legacy cost of governance
model, legal and operational
settings

Costs related to IT system change to integrate SNOMED CT
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National prescription tool Pascal & National Prescription Database
NOD 10,11,12,13 (Sweden)
A new, national knowledge base to represent and record reasons for prescription will
facilitate the documentation of prescription-related data in healthcare organizations and
pharmacies. The project aims to reduce drug-related health morbidity, reduce the physicians'
administrative workload and at the same time give the patients better information about the
treatment intent of their different drug therapies.
The first version of the knowledge base has been built evaluating drug indications in 3 ATC
groups, namely Cardiovascular System, Anti-infectives for Systemic Use and Nervous
System. Evaluating indications to extract reasons for prescription ensures that consistent
terminology is used and only relevant information will be stored in a patient’s EHR. The
National Board of Health complete the knowledge base with all ATC groups and are
progressing to further develop the coding system for indication of off-label prescription and
non-drug prescription. In long term, the new system is expected to transform the prescription
process from specifying drugs for treatment intention suggestion to specifying reasons for
prescription for treatment/drug suggestion.
The terms used in reasons for prescription were also coded with SNOMED CT. The
SNOMED CT codes are not shown to users but rather used to link data to concepts in the
system which can be transmitted and interpreted by IT systems in various healthcare
settings. Clinical experts within the domains of neurology, psychiatry, cardiology and GP
were then engaged to review the information. An intensive quality assurance process
involving broader range of specialities and patient organizations will be needed before
implementation in ICT systems. The Swedish National Board of Health and eHealth Authority
are currently preparing for the distribution of the knowledge base.
A prototype integrating the knowledge base has been created for the Swedish national
prescription tool Pascal. Recorded reasons for prescription will be stored in the National
Prescription Database. In order to facilitate patient understanding of their medication, the
reasons for prescription are also presented on labels in terms of treatment intent with short
yet clear and natural language e.g. ‘Angina’ would be shown on medication label for patients
as ‘Against chest pain’.
Advantage of using SNOMED CT in the current knowledge base:




Technical and semantic interoperability between the ICT systems used in the
prescribing process
Consistent interpretation of the terms used for reasons for prescription regardless of
the context in which they are used
A good basis for research and medication monitoring
Benefits

Description
Easier access to clear and structured information of medication record

Improve efficiency of
medication data
documentation

Time saving of medication record input
Streamlining of clinician’s prescription process
Promote usage of shared medication record

Improve consistency of
interpretation of medication
record

Safer and more consistent prescription
Reduce drug related health morbidity

10

http://www.socialstyrelsen.se/Lists/Artikelkatalog/Attachments/19155/2013-6-32.pdf

11

http://www.socialstyrelsen.se/Lists/Artikelkatalog/Attachments/19640/2014-12-31.pdf

12

http://www.digitalaskrivbordet.se/FileUpload/OpenFile/248

13

https://www.socialstyrelsen.se/Lists/Artikelkatalog/Attachments/20017/2015-12-35.pdf
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Improve patients’
understanding of medication
Better basis for research and
monitoring

More aligned medication behaviour
Engage and encourage patients for self-management
Quality data for drug registry or research
Evidence for assessment and monitoring of prescription process

Costs

Description
Terminologies licensing costs

One-off investment

Acquisition of terminology management system
Development of prototype and tool for knowledge base distribution
Software maintenance

Annual maintenance

Maintenance of terminology management system
Maintenance of knowledge base with new medication/indication
Translation period in months

Translation costs

Number of involved experts
Monthly salary of one involved experts
Number of release
Costs related to release management

Release management

Costs related to release maintenance
Other costs e.g. test or check cost
Mapping period in months

Mapping and coding cost

Number of involved mappers
Monthly salary of one involved mappers
Costs of materials, meeting, consumables
Number of involved mappers in pre-coordination/extension team

Customization

Salary of mappers
Costs of materials, meeting, consumables

Terminology binding cost

Cost related to information model development
Costs related to interconnecting information model and terminologies
One-time promotion, e.g. materials

Promotion costs

Yearly promotion budget

Legacy cost of governance
model, legal and operational
settings

Costs related to IT system change to integrate new knowledge base
Costs related to integration of SNOMED CT into existing funding and
reimbursement models

Costs results and estimates

Salary

11.07.201231.12.2012

01.01.201330.06.2013

01.01.201419.11.2014

01.01.201431.12.2014

01.01.201530.11.2015

Results

Estimates

Results

Estimates

Results

183,108

520,089

-

-

-

Staff costs

0

0

185,153

525,153

295,340

Purchased
services

657,882

1,890,000

1,558,780

2,258,780

1,667,026
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Other costs

489

15,000

6,248

16,248

5,903

208,850

441,348

146,948

416,791

249,224

6,000,000

-

-

-

-

7,050,329

2,866,437

1,897,129

3,216,972

2,217,493

Overhead
Grants
transfer*
Total

and

(all in SEK)
* Contribution to CeHis for project 1
** 2012: Thereof 391,845SEK wage cost and overhead of managing grants

5.2

2nd Expert Workshop (Berlin)

Date & Time: Tuesday, 13th October 2015, 08:30-17:30h, Berlin
Venue: Hotel Alexander Plaza, Rosenstraße 1, 10178 Berlin, Room KUCKEI 1+2

5.2.1 Agenda
During the 2nd Expert Workshop in Berlin, a session is dedicated to the discussion on the
evidence of benefits and costs of SNOMED CT.

5.2.2 Presentation summary
Introduction to impact assessment
The objective of this work package is to realize the socio-economic evidence based
assessment with costs and benefits. This perspective of the adoption of SNOMED CT is a
core terminology to solve semantic interoperability issues. It includes all stakeholders and
actors and aggregates their respective gains and losses.
The objectives of the impact assessment are to investigate the use of SNOMED CT from an
economic and financial perspective. Regarding this, a business model and financial data of
using SNOMED CT for EU-wide coordination and deployments of eHealth services will be
provided. The stakeholders will categorize and develop indicators and assess the costs and
benefits. Assess issues and impacts of adoption barriers of political, institutional, legal and
governance nature will be met.
The expected outcomes of WP3 are to determine an impact assessment framework, to
identify and analyse all relevant stakeholders and to collect, analyse and interpret cost and
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benefit indicators. This will be done towards a simple cost-benefit analysis tool. A case study
needs to be agreed on, where costs and benefits actually have been quantified.
The figure below shows the principle of building a benefit framework:
Realistic argument 1: Health
terminologies across
professional boundaries (only
ADOPT)

Benefit 1: Stakeholder
adoption
Benefit 2: Safer care in multiprofessional environments

Realistic argument 2: ……..

Benefit 3: ……..

The figure below shows the approach to indicator development.
1

2

3

4

Indicator
definition

Indicator
description

Indicator
operationalisation

•Title easy to
understand and in the
best case selfexplanatory

•Iterative process
•Expanding the
definition to cover
basic narrative
description, scope,
address specificities
(stakeholder or
scenario related)

•How to collect data,
how to measure, how
to quantify, how to
estimate
•Iterative process of
refinement
•Data collection

Indicator
population w
data

•Assumptions are
refined
•Sources of
information: MS
experience, “experts”,
literature and
research sources
•Estimation
techniques

5

Indicator
integration into
CBA tool

•Indicators integrated
into a excel-based CBA
tool
•To be used by all
stakeholders to
explore socioeconomic return for
different scenarios
and cases

Cost-benefit analysis tool
This figure shows the different steps of the cost-benefit analysis tool.
1

2

3

4

Indicator
definition

Indicator
description

Indicator
operationalisation

•Title easy to
understand and in the
best case selfexplanatory

•Iterative process
•Expanding the
definition to cover
basic narrative
description, scope,
address specificities
(stakeholder or
scenario related
•Make first
assumptions

•How to collect data,
how to measure, how
to quantify, how to
estimate
•Variables and metrics
that measure and
quantify the indicator
•Iterative process of
refinement
•Data collection

Indicator
Population w
data

•Assumptions are
refined
•Sources of
information: MS
experience, “experts”,
literature and
research sources
•Estimation
techniques

5

Indicator
integration into
CBA tool

•Operationalised
indicators integrated
into a excel-based CBA
tool
•To be used by all
stakeholders to
explore socioeconomic return for
different scenarios
and cases

Initial overview of benefit indicators
Connecting information in the patient trajectory causes safe and high quality care through
guidelines and decision support systems, which are semantically linked with EHR systems.
Because of common semantics (for some terminologies even also across language barriers)
shared care can be improved. Population health and quality improvement strategies need to
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be monitored, to prove the success of those strategies. Additionally clinical research needs
support to improve knowledge discovery from routinely collected data.
The question on what evidence is most important to include and which suggestions for
projects/experiences/literature needs to be captured is illustrated in the figure below:

Scientific/grey literature demonstrator project

Potential
benefits as
described by
standardization
organizations
High end goals in
terms of
quality/efficiency

Realistic arguments about
which benefits are important
and possible to realize, and
which terminological setup is
required (adopt, alternative,
abstain)

Technical
characteristics
of different
terminologies

European drivers, opinions, descriptions of projects
Overview of benefit indicators

11/5/2015

119

The benefit categories in coordination with WP4 are shown in the figure below:

Healthcare benefits
• Quality, safety, and effectiveness
• Healthcare efficiency
• Patient empowerment
• Cross-border care (e.g. European patient summary)

Clinical research benefits
• Main “initial” beneficiary
• Improved patient registries, recruitment clinical trials, capability of “big data”

Health ICT benefits
• Reduced data exchange costs
• European market access for ICT SMEs
• Natural language parsing
• Easier maintenance for fewer terminology standards

Value-added EU member state cooperation
• General cooperation: Education, best practices, sharing of evidence of benefits
• EU-wide terminology alignment: “European terminology service”, re-use of interoperability assets
• Specific value from EU-wide SCT alignment

The next tasks of this will be to decide on which and how many use cases/”realistic
arguments” should be focused, as well as to establish the final set of benefit categories and
indicators.
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5.2.3 Discussion Summary
The discussion aimed at getting participants to share their opinion and experience on “What
evidence
is
MOST
IMPORTANT
TO
INCLUDE
–
suggestions
for
projects/literature/experiences that need to be captured?” when discussing realistic
SNOMED CT related benefits.










Annika Sonne Hansen (DK) argued that using standardised terminologies improve
professional communication. She based her claim on experience, working with
standardized terminologies (SNOMED CT, ICF) especially in the domain of nursing.
People were able to communicate and understand what other colleagues were working
on. The granulation level of applied terminologies were sufficient to support
communication and understanding.
Tim Benson (UK) argued that integration costs/labor is significantly smaller when using
the same terminology system compared to when different terminology systems are used.
Using the same system does not guarantee integration on a semantic level. In other
words, providing the same hardware and software in order to interoperate is nonsense.
The same semantics are crucial for this task. He based his claims on two different
implementation cases from England. In the 1980’es, the laboratories were given the
same system, but they each had to implement it, and ended up with very different coding
systems that made integration very difficult. The GP’s at the same time had different
systems, but had chosen the same semantics, and consequently, the cost of integration
was lower. Seeing these two different developments was what first motivated the use of
read codes in UK.
Ulla Lund Eskildsen (DK) Argued that free text documentation was not always the
preferred method for home care personnel including nurses – they liked constrained lists
that supported correct documentation. She also argued that the main driver for
standardized terminology implementation was communication across professional
groups. She based her claims on test of a new home care documentation method that
relies on standardized terminologies (mainly: SNOMED CT, ICF). The incentive for
choosing SNOMED CT was that they had knowledge about what SNOMED CT is, and
that they wanted to connect different professional groups.
Nicolet De Kaizer (NL) argued that clinical personnel spend less time registering for the
National ICU quality registry (NL), and that data quality was improved, which in turn
improved the possibilities for benchmarking in the ICU. She based her claim on a
SNOMED CT-ICU project, where SNOMED CT mappings we made for diagnosis
categories, so instead of registering both reason for admission and apache diagnosis,
they made a SNOMED CT ICU diagnosis list at a more granular level than what had
previously existed from which e.g. apache diagnosis could be derived. The granularity of
the new set was what improved benchmarking possibilities.
Bellegham (BE) argued that the burden of migrating between classification systems
could be lessened and that more use cases can be supported with the same coding
scheme using SNOMED CT. He based his claim on the migration from ICD9 to ICD10 in
Belarus, which have given a burden for coders, and been critiqued because stakeholders
perceived the existing system as good. His dream scenario was that e.g. the discharge
summary could be automatically coded to SNOMED CT using NLP technology, and that
these SNOMED CT codes could then be aggregated to ICD10 codes. He did not see that
possibility of using NLP techniques to do the ICD10 coding as very promising, because
he envisioned using the codes for more than this one use case.
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A German participant (GE) argued that it did not make sense to envision health IT
without terminology, the process of reaching common agreement about what something
means is an integrated part of implementing IT. Reaching consensus can be informed by
the concept definitions of standardized terminologies instead of just being a matter of
who discussion. It can also save time. Claims not followed up by examples.
Ronald Cornet (NL) argued that strict versioning in SNOMED CT is a benefit. Claim not
followed up by examples.
Annika Sonne (DK) argued that through terminologies you educate the staff to be more
accurate i.e. informing the current documentation practise; another benefit – being able to
share results cross-border. Claim not followed up by examples.
Stephen Kay (UK) argued that SNOMED CT could improve the coding quality because
reimbursement leads to bad coding, as is the case with ICD10 coding. The claims was
based on a workshop where they asked Why ICD10 encoding was so bad. Stephen Kay
made the additional point that SNOMED CT would lead to improved semantic search e.g.
to be used when searching for eligible patients for clinical trials. Claim not followed by
example.
A EuroRec representative argued that there were several alternatives to SNOMED CT.
For many use cases classification were sufficient. He argued that when you are counting
things granularity is not an issue and versioning is also not an issue. He gave examples
where SNOMED CT was not needed:
o Monitoring of antibiotic consumption, epidemiology in Europe realized with the
ICD classification
o world statistics on mobility and mortality produced with ICD
o use of simple taxonomy in a specific domain is useful, e.g. drug domain (ATC)
where a one-level, non-hierarchical structure is better. Sufficient for drug
consumption statistics.
Portuguese representative argued that documentation with SNOMED CT provided
better granularity , and that it was a benefit that the diagnosis were the same all places.
In addition, it was a benefit that there was less copy-paste in the patient records. The
claim is based on a Portuguese focus group.
General discussion, several participants: Implementation of standardized
terminologies for data entry has very different prerequisites for different countries. In
countries where dictation is much used it is difficult to imagine a more efficient way for
clinicians to enter information, whereas the countries that does not have dictation,
documentation may in some cases be supported more efficiently with terminology than
with free text.
Zoi Kolitsi (GR) argued that they wanted to promote solutions that followed the 80/20
rule. Spending 20% to solve 80% of the problem which is the simplest. (do not exactly
remember the point in relation to the terminology discussion, maybe from transcript?)
Anabela Santos argued that the cost of introducing decision support systems could be
reduced by standardized interfacing including the use of both terminology and models.
The largest cost of implementing CDS today is the interfacing part. Claim not followed up
by examples.
Ronald Cornet argued that terminology implementation is also a 2D-3D discussion. He
described 2D as the way many systems are designed today with relational databases,
lists and paper forms that are digitalized. We seldom consider the 3D requirements i.e.
what the systems are to do in the future. He believed in more context dependent systems
like facebook, and to support this he suggested encoding of name-value pairs. His point
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being that the more advanced our terminology use cases are, the more capabilities our
standardized terminologies need have.
Tim Benson (UK) Three things are important. The terminologies that we implement
needs to be evaluable, support multiple hierarchies, fit to the internet world i.e. bi-yearly
releases is still oldfashioned “book-world” thinking. To get deployments with high quality
we need a carefully managed evolution.
Stehphen Kay: How do we get from huge top-down projects or “making the terminology
available” to careful planning that reach expected benefits.

5.3 WP3 Implementation Cases Workshop
(Copenhagen)
Date & Time: Tuesday, 1 December 2015, 10:30-17:00h, Copenhagen
Venue: Park Inn By Radisson Copenhagen, Engvej 171, 2300 København, Denmark

5.3.1 Agenda and List of Participants
09:30-10:30

Arrival and coffee

10:30-11:00

Welcome
 Introduction round
 Purpose of the workshop and expected results
 Costs and benefits - overview

11:00-14:00

Investigation of costs based on experience gained from Danish and
Swedish SNOMED CT related cases

14:00-14:30

Lunch break

14:30-16:30

Evidence of benefits achieved through implementing SNOMED CT in
Denmark and Sweden

16:30-17:00

Planning of next steps / follow-up actions

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10,

First Name

Last Name

Organisation represented

Strahil
Veli
Reza
Palle
Camilla
Lotti
Hanna
Annika
Anne
Daniel

Birov
Stroetmann
Fathollah Nejad
Gerry Petersen
Wiberg Danielsen
Barlow
Eliasson
Sonne Hansen
Højen
Karlsson

empirica
empirica
Niederrhein University
National eHealth Authority, Denmark
National eHealth Authority, Denmark
The Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare
National Quality Registry, Sweden
SemInte
Aalborg University
Linköping University
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5.3.2 Presentation Summary
The meeting started with a brief recap of the objectives of the ASSESS CT project and the
current WP.

The goal of this meeting is to obtain evidence of costs and benefits related to using
SNOMED CT in Denmark and Sweden. The focus is on






Personnel costs (e.g. number of staff/experts involved, salaries, etc.)
Timing (duration of the project)
Budgets (e.g. investment in new software/hardware)
Resources (e.g. workshops needed, materials, consumables, etc.)
Quantifiable benefits (e.g. time saved, avoided mistakes, etc.)

1

2

3

4

Indicator
definition

Indicator
description

Indicator
operationalisation

•Title easy to
understand and in the
best case selfexplanatory

•Iterative process
•Expanding the
definition to cover
basic narrative
description, scope,
address specificities
(stakeholder or
scenario related
•Make first
assumptions

•How to collect data,
how to measure, how
to quantify, how to
estimate
•Variables and metrics
that measure and
quantify the indicator
•Iterative process of
refinement
•Data collection
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5

Indicator
integration into
CBA tool

•Operationalised
indicators integrated
into a excel-based CBA
tool
•To be used by all
stakeholders to
explore socioeconomic return for
different scenarios
and cases
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5.3.3 Discussion Summary
Costs based on Danish and Swedish experience
Translation costs
It is questioned that the approach to translate all of SNOMED CT might not be necessary or
cost-effective to MS.
Danish experience makes clear that it is important to make the right choice of which areas of
SNOMED CT to be mapped at a certain time. Initially aiming at translating 10,000 concepts
in a month, it indeed took an average of 3-3.5 months in reality. The mapping process
depends highly on the involvement of clinicians, and subject matter experts are most
resourceful. Validation is needed but often hospitals do not have the resource to review the
whole terminology before adoption. In the Danish case, SNOMED CT would have been
implemented earlier if the mapping were of better quality for some clinical domains.
Swedish experience argued that it is necessary to translate all of SNOMED CT in order to
map to quality registries. 60% of the quality registries are to be mapped. The Swedish case
learning from the Danish experience improved effectiveness of the mapping process and has
been able to translate 10,000 concepts a month as the translators were aware of the
terminology models and what had already been mapped which prepare them well for the
translation work. Translators were clinicians (Company – 15-20 translators) where in total 35
translators each worked 25% full-time for 2.5 years.
Canadian experience used 6 translators and reviewers to translate 30,000 concepts in
narrow scope. The translation action was financed by hospitals which wanted to validate the
terminology for certain clinical domains. Figures can be found in the Translation forum and
translation wiki.
Another example of translation pilot project is Brug GEPKA which involved 5-8 people with
duration of 3 months for 30,000 concepts. Resources required for pilot projects depend on
their scope.
Translation training costs
In Sweden and Canada, the translation training lasted for 10-14 days addressing the
following areas:






Basic introduction training (for translators, reviewers and managers or system
administrators) – 3 hours
Tool introduction (for translators, reviewers and other involved, except managers) – 2
hours
Subset training for selection of the right set and scope of concepts to be translated
(for translators and reviewers) – 1.5-3 days
Management and administration training for efficiency interpretation, challenge
minimization and translation evaluation (for managers or system administrators) – 1.5
days
Translation training
o (for translators, subject matter experts, translation company staff) 1 days with
extra linguistic guidelines
o (for reviewers) 0.5 day

From Danish experience, costs per training day are approximately 10,500 Danish Kroner.
In the Argentinean case, both FSN and preferred terms were translated instead of only
preferred terms.
Decision making costs
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From Swedish experience, decision making is not a major cost area. Most costs go to
interviews and literature review which facilitate decision. 2 man-months were taken to make
the recommendation report with totally 9 people involved. The decision to adopt SNOMED
CT was governmental where Ministry of Health decided to become a member of IHTSDO. It
was also mentioned that legislation of the MS plays a major role in decision making and
budgeting.
In the Danish case, the decision to adopt SNOMED CT was based on a national project
‘GEPJ’ in the early 2000s aiming at developing common structure for EHRs which required a
common terminology. An internal study of existing concept systems and alternatives
confirmed that a more clinical-oriented terminology is needed. The decision was backed up
by the government and was a short and top-down process.
It is suggested that the decision process depends highly on the MS. With higher availability
of materials and studies related to the adoption of SNOMED CT from IHTSDO which could
help reduce costs of decision making, new MS should be consulted to understand current
situation and costs of decision making.
Release management costs
In Sweden, there are 2 updates of the Swedish SNOMED CT a year. The process is quite
mature at the moment. Main costs include addition and corrections related work.
In Denmark, there are 6 updates of the Danish SNOMED CT (including tooling) a year which
is a part of the release management contract with IHTSDO. Release management depends
on what national projects are going on. Right now it correlates with the Drug database. Costs
include material translation, which can be acquire from IHTSDO with a fixed price, and FTP
site maintenance which can be avoid by using the IHTSDO website. At the moment, the NRC
requires 3 people each working half-time to complete the tasks but as it is supporting a large
scale EHR implementation project, it is suggested that one person should switch from halftime to full-time. New concepts in SNOMED CT has not been translated since 2010 –
because of no implementations.
Mapping costs
The Swedish registry project which is linked to 15 national registries requires 300,000 SEK
for one year with 3 people working 80% full-time for 2-3 months mapping 2 registries. The
process of mapping has improved in efficiency as it rules and guidelines for post-coordination
and terminology binding were set.
In Denmark, 100 hours were needed to map 180 concepts back in 2008. And 1 man was
needed to complete mapping of 20,000 (5-6000) ICD10 to SNOMED CT for Danish EHR
implementation project.
Software Integration costs
The problem here is whether to integrate SNOMED CT into software products or use it in
form of flat file. This will depend on for example how long it takes to load a table as flat file.
Customization costs
The need to redefine customization costs is identified. It should include the costs for adding
concepts to the national edition and initial customization training costs. This cost will
positively correlate with number of implementation. Another major factor is the nature of
budget (one-to-one year vs. a long-term relationship e.g. with the info structure and
terminology). Inhouse competences will require longer scope and budget etc. The NRC
should have a clear process to accept requests.
Evidence of benefits through Danish and Swedish Implementation
A number of use cases which reflect benefits of SNOMED CT implementation were
suggested by the participants.
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Danish FSIII standard healthcare data documentation
Danish Microbiology Database MiBA
New Danish Pharmaceutical Terminology and Decision Support Project
Swedish national prescription tool Pascal & National Prescription Database NOD
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6

Conclusions

This Deliverable D3.2 serves the purpose of presenting interim results, i.e. work in progress
leading ultimately to the final deliverable D3.3. It updates D3.1 in a number of ways towards
achieving WP3’s goals.
The interim character of the deliverable did not allow to provide a coherent building of
knowledge and a common thread resulting in the planned and central cost-benefit
assessment framework and tool production. However, first results clearly indicate that much
of the work behind a) describing and defining cost and benefits of implementing clinical
terminologies as part of semantic interoperability strategies and b) the initial data collection
methods and data generation has advanced our understanding of how to economically
assess and plan for the adoption of clinical terminologies. From a scientific point of view, the
literature review in Section 2.1 underlines the void in the literature, while most salient benefits
mentioned in the focus group discussions and stakeholder questionnaire responses stress
the need for quantification and real observed economic benefits (and costs).
In particular, the following progress has been achieved:



The potential benefits described in D3.1 have been revised, enriched through focus
group discussions and feedback from the stakeholder questionnaire, and categorised to
form a systematic set of benefit indicators
The cost indicators described in D3.1 have been further improved by adjusting their
descriptions and adding the formulae used to calculate their impact.

In addition, further data towards the Assessment Framework for SNOMED CT and
alternative terminologies have been continuously collected, analysed and interpreted by the
work group of WP3.
Information and advice from relevant experts on the work carried out in WP3 has been
received on a number of organised meetings, most notably the Berlin and Copenhagen
workshops.
In search for information to be fed into the Assessment Framework, WP3 has looked into a
number of cases studies. The usable information in form of figures and estimates based on
real cases will be used to quantify the socio-economic impact of SNOMED CT adoption.
WP3 will continue to work towards this goal and provide the final findings in D3.3.
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